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ABSTRACT
Sense of identity and belonging are one of our deepest needs. It is represented in meanings, symbols,
traditions, myths, memories, and qualities that reflect upon culture and individual identity. The new
development implementation often threatens the local culture and place identity. Specifically, the industrial zones once placed outside of the suburbs, now find themselves slowly growing into the heart
of the city structures where new developments are creating gentrification and dismissing local identity
out of its place to make space for new and more expensive accommodation and office spaces.
This thesis uses the lenses of landscape architecture and talks about the approach of new developments and that the enhancement of place identity, and the recognition of tangible and intangible values is helpful to recognize and preserve what is important for the neighborhood and how the current
situation, the history and identity of place can be intertwined with the new development interventions
for the neighborhood without destroying its history and sense of place.
The research part formed of the literature study indicated the lenses of place and cultural identity
which guide the thesis further approach. As a case study, Hollerich was chosen as a part of Luxembourg
city that represents the post-industrial area where the place identity is being challenged by the future
development. Interviews and observations are done in this neighborhood with locals and help to recognize the tangible and intangible values that will help to enhance the local place identity within new
development.
The design focuses on developing an adaptive plan where the main master plan which has been approved from the government is taken as a starting point. Site analysis together with interviews with
locals indicate the neighborhood’s four sites that are most suitable for place identity enhancement
among the new development. These sites and their design are strongly related to the research part
where identified design guidelines influenced the design decisions for this adaptive master plan, and
they offer a specific knowhow to enhance the place identity within new development.
By focusing in an adaptive master plan, it allows to certain acceptance and explanation of a change
within the neighborhood and results offer a vision on how can a post-industrial neighborhood be revitalized. The improvement of public realm took place as well as the focus on formation of communities,
and overall objective to create city for people. The understanding of the place was significantly important. And from there on, the intervention related to the design guidelines were outlined. Finally, by focusing on the tangible and intangible values of a specific site, this conclusion allows to understand the
importance of inevitable intertwinement between opportunity for preservation and new development.
Keywords: Tangible and intangible values, landscape architecture, place identity, cultural identity, Luxembourg, revitalization of post-industrial neighborhood
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PREFACE

When I was small my parents moved to the country site. The village where we moved to is an old mining
area. Even though, lots of new development happened since the last mine was closed down, it was
always very important for me to understand the history of the place which drastically shaped the whole
development of the village. It was important to understand the place identity and to understand where
it all came from.
Perhaps because of my background and the place where I grew up I was always drawn towards industrial
places. And in the combination with of my childhood background and the current lenses of landscape
architecture that created the fascination towards the post-industrial sites, the history they hold and how
the new development find ways to integrate itself within these places.

Figure 0.0: Picture of mining village Zastavka, year 1928 (Archive Zastavka)
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Figure 1.0: Collage (by author)
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction to revitalization of place identity in
post-industrial site
One of our deepest needs is a sense of identity and
belonging (Taylor, 2008). A place is full of meanings that
individuals and social groups give in form of symbols,
traditions, myths, memories, and qualities that reflect
upon cultural and individual identity (Relph, 1976; Kyle
and Chick, 2007). Cultural identity is like a collective
memory which should represent all the diversity of the
different perceptions of the place.
Life and space reflect the culture, historical events
and their development over time. “Public life changes
constantly. In addition, design, gender, age, financial
resources, culture and many other factors determine
how we use or do not use public space” (Gehl and
Svarre, 2013). During the medieval times, cities were
built gradually, developing according to the needs and
the well-functioning interaction between space and
life. During the industrialization and modernization,
the vision of urban planning has shifted and led to
dysfunctional city environment where the city’s social
interaction, and scale of experiencing the city on foot
were ignored. And separation and standardization are
threatening the city life (Gehl and Svarre, 2013).
Over the past four decades, the economy has been
shifting from industries towards service-oriented
sectors rather than continuing with manufacturing in
the western countries (Del Pozo and González, 2012).

As cities are expanding, the industrial zones once
placed outside of the suburbs, now find themselves
slowly growing into the heart of the city structures.
These post-industrial neighborhoods are nowadays
seen as a good opportunity for new developments due
to their location. In the eighties, these urban industrial
landscapes and architectures were viewed as something
without a value (Duarte, 2013). However, already then,
the importance of industrial areas as a cultural heritage
was stressed by academics and professionals such as
geographers, architects, or economists. And only a
decade later, the value of these sites was recognized,
and it was pointed out that these areas could play a big
role in the reinforcement of cultural and social aspects
(Duarte, 2013). This transition has a fundamental
implication to the revitalization model of post-industrial
neighborhoods. It is pointed out that there is more to
it then only changing the hard shapes and structures
of the city. Through neighborhood revitalization the
quality of living should not only improve but it also
should empower locals, and create a better and
stronger cultural identity (Götz and Cooper, 2016).
This context has led to some questions: How can we
mitigate the negative impact of new development on
local and cultural identity? How can we bring the old
industrial neighborhood in a harmony with the new city
developments and with the current surroundings?
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1.1 Case selection

1.1.1 The emerging identity of Luxembourg

the backbone of the Luxembourg economy. (Thewes,
2017)

Luxembourg is one of the examples where the shift from
industry to service-oriented economy with the focus on
financial sector took place. Luxembourg’s economy has
depended on immigration since its industrialization
boom in late 1800s and the immigration today
represents about half of the population (Thewes, 2017).

Nowadays, Luxembourg is experiencing an economic
growth due to its financial sectors and the involvement
in European institutions which attracts a lot of people
from all over.
1.1.2 Why is Hollerich representative?

It is very interesting to observe from the past till present
how in Luxembourg the cultural identity is intertwined
with those of the neighboring countries. Luxembourg
became independent in the year 1839 and that is when
a true national sentiment started to form. Luxembourg
has been always attached to its neighboring countries
tangibly and intangibly. However, it succeeded it
forming its own identity, which was neither German,
French nor Belgian, but Luxembourgers managed
to have their own culture and the mixture of all
three cultures. Even though an important part of the
population is from outside the country, the nationals
managed to preserve their own identity (Thewes,
2017). And it was concluded in their national song
that is called ‘We want to remain what we are’ in
Luxembourgish: “Mir wëlle bleiwe wat mir sinn”. To be
able to recognize Luxembourgish language was and
still is a big part of the Luxembourgish cultural identity.

This site is very often referred to as an old nostalgic
place with lots of cultural aspects related to the past and
with future lined up that doesn’t seem to comprehend
the identity of the place.
This industrial neighborhood serves as an entrance
towards the city and is quite often referred to as such
(see Figure1.1-1.3 for its location). However, Hollerich
has been mostly known for its culture and night life. It is
also known for refurbishing old buildings and giving it
a new functions where people can create and enhance
the cultural identity. It is a place that quite relatively
unique in comparison to the rest of the city.
For about 20 years, this place has been degrading.
However, artists, skaters, locals, and alternative place
enthusiasts saw it as great opportunity. Rather than
looking at this places as degraded, locals found
possibilities how to reuse old buildings and created
new alternative restaurants, places for artists where
they can explore their identity.

Initially, Luxembourg was an agricultural country with
outdated structures. It was home to a handful of small
industries. Only the construction of the railway lines
enabled to be linked to the outside world, while also
unifying the national territory. However, it was the
discovery of iron deposits in the south of the country
during the early 1840s that allowed Luxembourg
to launch its industrial revolution. This attracted
immigration of Italians and Portuguese people who
settled in Luxembourg and nowadays form a big
part of Luxembourg’s population. Until the economic
crisis of the mid-1970s, the steel industry remained
Figure 1.1: Luxembourg

This post-industrial part of the neighborhood is not
very know in a sense of tourism. Mainly because of
complicated access and lot of privatization of retail
companies. However, local people know about this
place and enjoy the different atmosphere to the rest
of the city. For example: local vegan restaurants,
exhibitions, art performances, skateboard tournaments,
local markets, theater, night life, conferences, events

Figure 1.2: Luxembourg city

Figure 1.3: Hollerich
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Figure 1.4: Proposed master plan of new developments in Hollerich - Issue map (Le Quotidien, 2019)

and many others.

a homogeneous space.

Today, there are already plans for future development
(Figure 1.4). This development project empathizes
a homogeneous development, dominance of office
space and car-friendly infrastructures without much
of a consideration of neither the past nor the current
situation plus there is no preservation of local culture.
However, there are also positive aspects in comparison
to the currents situations like improved connections to
the rest of the neighborhood and creating green residential areas.

One can see that lot of effort was made when creating this new master plan. There are a lot of green areas
within the urban structures. However, there is a lack of
recognition of the intangible cultural values that create
the place identity.

Hollerich is mosaic of all these issues related to new
developments that are currently happening in Luxembourg. It is a post-industrial neighborhood that will be
undergoing revitalization in the near future. Therefore,
this neighborhood has been chosen for this thesis as a
specific case study to demonstrate the threats and opportunities that new developments offers through an
adaptive master plan where this plan is taken as a base.

There are other ways however, how to tackle the new
development in the cities through cultural and place
identity. Collective memory is a strong indicator in this
case, where many buildings and the area itself doesn’t
seem to have much of a tangible value. However, that
is where the intangible value comes along and with this
justify why the new developments are supporting globalization rather than local identity.
This master plan is analyzed into detail and compared
to current situation in chapter 5.

1.1.3 New master plan of Hollerich - Porte de Hollerich
This site is a great example of what is happening with
post-industrial sites and new development where old
buildings vanish and more dense urbanization creates
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1.2 Case study: Hollerich

1.2.1 Case study introduction
Quartier Hollerich is a post-industrial neighborhood
that finds itself in the heart of Luxembourg city whereas,
the general industrial sites are in the periphery of the
city. It is situated close to the train station of Luxembourg
city which was quite convenient for the industry and its
export of goods in the past.
This neighborhood is composed of various spatial
structures, history, and diverse social aspects. It is
divided into two parts – an industrial zone in the
southern area and an old and wealthier neighborhood
that is situated close to the city center. The two parts
of the neighborhood are divided by a green void, and
speedway leading right through them.
Despite this division, this part of neighborhood has
formed its own identity and sense of place through
cultural landscape and social collective memory. Some

of the buildings that were no longer in use were
given a second life in form of alternative activities like
restaurants, bars, skate park, night clubs, office spaces,
theater, conference rooms, and other functions. It
became clear that this place is different in its own way.
1.2.2 History, Social & spatial context
Quartier Hollerich holds a history that explains the
spatial forms of this area and the division between the
richer and the industrial parts.
The first signs of Hollerich are mentioned already in the
10th century where the area was mainly composed of
farmlands. The starting point of the industrial culture
happened in the year 1859 when the new railway
network was created and therefore enabled the exports
of its goods. Shortly after, the area was considered as
the most dynamic municipalities in the country and in
1920 Hollerich was merged with Luxembourg city and

Figure 1.5: Industrial part of Hollerich
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is now one of its neighborhoods (Ville de Luxembourg,
2020a).
Quartier Hollerich is occupied by about 75% of people
with foreign origin. The area is also known for many
bars are cultural aspects like restaurants and night life
in general (JustArrived, 2020). Its total surface area is
about 160 hectares with about 7100 citizens (in the
year 2018) which is about 6% of the Luxembourg city’s
population (Ville de Luxembourg, 2020a). Some maps
show places that can be considered valuable for the
neighborhood. Speaking of a representation of an era
or a transformation of an unused space and giving it a
new life by the community.

of the area (Geoportail, 2019).
The other, the northern part was developing
simultaneously with the industrial area over the past
century. However, this was more as an extension
of the city center expanding outwards rather than
new development influenced by the industry itself
(Geoportail, 2019).
The middle area is formed of a green void in
combination of speed road which creates a limited
access and over all unattractive zone and dangerous
zone.

As mentioned before, the neighborhood is divided into
two parts; One, occupied by offices, and industries that
are spread around the area. This area can be found in the
southern part of the neighborhood. The neighborhood
finds itself closed in by rail ways on the southern border

Antient slaughter house

Restaurant in ancient
industrial buildings

Concert hall

Old workers
houses

Restaurant in
refurbished building
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1.3 Problem statement

1.3.1 Housing crisis

1.3.2 Creation of homogenous place

Luxembourg is experiencing an economic growth
due to its financial sectors and the involvement
in European institutions. This attracts a lot of
people from all over the world (Figure 1.6) who
have higher living standards which Luxembourg
city can offer, such as: higher incomes, safety, low
crime rate, opportunities for people with higher
education, multicultural society, and others (Ville
de Luxembourg, 2020b). Because of all these
aspects, Luxembourg is expanding quite fast with
its increase of population about 2% each year for
the past decade. This is demonstrated in figure
1.7 where the big contrast in the population
growth is shown in comparison to its neighboring
countries (Data Commons, 2020). And about 80%
of this population growth is due to migration
(Statistic portal, 2020). As a result of this quite fast
population expansion, Luxembourg is now facing
‘housing crisis’ which is resulting in rather fast
large-scale developments and destruction of the
city (figure 1.9) (Luxembourg Times, 2021).
16%
Luxembourger
34%

4%

French

4%

Portuguese

4%

Italian
Belgian
8%

Spanish
11%

German

19%

other

Figure 1.6: Luxembourg city ethnic composition (Ville de
Luxembourg, 2020)

In the meantime, cultural heritage and cultural
values are only recognized as something tangible
which leads to an ignorance of social values and
collective memory related to a specific place.
Therefore, anything that is not considered by
the government as a tangible cultural heritage,
can be destroyed. This is followed by a creation
of homogenized spaces (figure 1.8) with quite a
strict division of functionalities which separates
and isolates people (Jacobs, 1993).
Some industrial sites that are no longer in function
are now perceived as a great opportunity for
new development. The question, however, is
how this new development will be approached.
Luxembourgish government tends to invite
architects and city planners from all over the
world to do their work and ‘engrave their name’
here. Even though, this might be a good strategy
to get a new point of view, and to be innovative,
one can see that the local culture when it comes
15,2
to urban
planning is threatened (Becker, Hesse
Luxembourger
and Leick, 2013). Although the modern
cities ask
2,1%
Portuguese
for certain interventions, they often
create new
3,3%
problems such as monotonous French
development
3,7%
(UNESCO, 2013) which lacks identity and leads to
Italian
52,5%
creation for example of ‘non-places’
(Marc Augé,
7,6%
Belgian
1995). These places might seem that
they ‘don’t
belong’ or simply can be found elsewhere.
They
German
contribute
neither
to
cultural
identity
nor
to
place
15,6%
other
identity and the city’s uniqueness is therefore
being compromised (UNESCO, 2013).
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Figure 1.8: Kirchberg - New development neighbourhood on the
north of the city (GoogleMaps, 2021)
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Figure 1.7: Luxembourg country increase of population (Data Commons, 2020)
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Figure 1.9: Problem statement

1.3.3 Loss of identity
In a small country like Luxembourg, these largescale developments are related to problematic
spatial planning that is driven by economic profits
witch results in the dominance of office space
and lack of urban integration without much of a
search for a harmonious connection neither with
the current situation nor history (Hesse, 2013).
These development projects empathies a dense
and compact urbanism, car-friendly infrastructure
(Becker, Hesse and Leick, 2013), and social
interactions are suppressed without much
consideration how people actually live (Jacobs,
1993). It creates a great stress on the cultural
landscapes, local culture, place identity, and
social groups (Becker, Hesse and Leick, 2013).

Even though, some parts of the city are
characterized as cultural heritage, it is mainly
spoken of tangible-material heritage and value
and only buildings are preserved and renovated
(UNESCO, 2013). The social structures and
intangible heritage and values are not considered
as important from the government’s perspective
and therefore currently are not integrated in the
new developments. However, the local people
are trying to rise the policy makers’ awareness in
the form of petitions and protests (Pocock, Collett
and Baulch, 2015).
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1.3.4 City for whom?

1.3.5 Conclusion - Hollerich

The government and municipality own only 11%
of the constructible land in Luxembourg. The
rest is distributed among only 16 000 individuals
(Luxembourg Times, 2021). Therefore, most of
the land is privately owned and due to lack of
restrictions related to developments, city is being
transformed based on the motivation of fast and
large profit rather than combination of profit and
enhancement of social and cultural values. The
land owners that don’t value this cultural heritage
and the government also didn’t take any measure
on restrictions of policies so it’s just up to the
market value. And in reality, sometimes it’s very
difficult to buy the land because the government
doesn’t have the amount of money to buy the land
so they don’t have the power to influence if the
land is privately owned. In the end, it is up to the
societal awareness of cultural heritage in the long
term that might be able to create a movement and
transform and update certain policies related to
the new development. The dominance of offices
space in the city new developments and the
favored car-friendly infrastructures are creating a
place with only a working identity; workers after
6pm leave town and the place is left with no life
only with dominance of high dense buildings and
large boulevards for cars which both after rush
hours are empty (Hesse, 2013).

Hollerich is mosaic of all these issues related to
new developments that are currently happening
in Luxembourg. Since the past few decades this
neighborhood has been considered the most
dynamic place that represented the cultural
identity in a form of entertainment: night life,
bars, restaurants, concerts, music and other
events. Now, however, it is considered rather not
so attractive and neglected and is currently being
revised and a new large-scale development with
the dominance of office space is being favored for
this location. Only tangible cultural heritage from
the industrial era is being preserved in the future
master plan. However, neither intangible values
nor the place identity that was created by locals
is considered for the future of this neighborhood
(Tomas, 2020).

On the one hand, there is need for some policies
and laws to protect the cultural heritage and on
the other hand, there is a need for the general
public to realize the value of this and the
community to enjoy the value of the local place
and cultural identity. Nowadays, there are some
protests, petitions done locally but in a rather small
number and so far with not much success. The
stress in relation to the loss of identity, history and
collective memory and the overall unsettledness
among citizens related to retreat of place identity
of the city (Luxembourg Times, 2021).
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Figure 1.10: Protests in the city to protect architectural heritage (Luxembourg Wort, 2020)

“

It is hugely disappointing and concerning
that another historical part of the city is
gone and the politicians do not [do] anything to protect it. - protest organiser Sandra Latanik

“

Figure 1.11: Quote from a protester about
Hollerich (Luxembourg Times, 2020)

Figure 1.12: Protests for protection of architectural heritage in
Luxembourg (Petition 1638, 2020)

Figure 1.13: “Deconstructing” Luxembourg’s housing crisis (Luxembourg Times, 2021)

Figure 1.14: Protesters in Hollerich (Luxembourg Times, 2020)
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1.4 Research approach

1.4.1 Knowledge gap

1.4.2 Objectives

The knowledge gap consists of site-specific
understanding about enhancement of place identity
while recognizing intangible cultural values in large
scale redevelopments.

The first objective is to generate knowledge within
Landscape architecture field that will be applicable
also to other sites in Luxembourg. The reference study
and case study will provide design guidelines that can
help to revitalize post-industrial projects with similar
specifications.

While there is a lot of knowledge and research done
around place and cultural identity there is a missing
link between research and practice. In Luxembourg
there is a lot of criticism on how the city urban
redevelopments are done (Hesse, 2013). To understand
the place identity, it is necessary to gain insight of the
characteristics of the specific case study (Ziyaee, 2018).
The research part of this thesis is concluded into design
guidelines (Prominski, 2016) that are bridging the
theory and practice. Place and cultural identity is being
recognized, examen and is applied to proposed new
development of the post-industrial site. There is a need
of preservation of the local identity in the globalization
times and to create a diverse and vibrant place within
the new development (Ujang and Zakariya, 2015). It is
important to understand local people’s experience of
the place and their attitudes towards new development
interventions (Jacobs, 1993) in this case of Luxembourg
City. And it is equally important to research what makes
this place unique and how does it contribute to the
cultural identity.
There is a lack of recognition of intangible values that
are forming the social aspects of the redevelopment
of the city. In literature, there is a missing link on how
to apply these intangible values to spatial form that
enhances the place identity (Pocock, et al, 2015).
In conclusion, Ziyaee (2018) points out that it is
necessary to do comprehensive analysis of a cultural
sites to protect and increase the quality of a place
cultural identity. And to create the missing link between
the concept of place identity and new development
(Ujang and Zakariya, 2015)
The tool of multidisciplinary approach and perspective
of landscape architecture will create a physical
intervention that can contribute to identity of space on
different scales and incorporating multidimensional
aspects of environmental and social values. In this
case, design principles will serve as a landscape
architectural tool to design actions in space that could
be beneficial for the future revitalization of postindustrial neighborhoods by linking theory and design
through an interdisciplinary approach.
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The second objective is to create a design that
transforms a post-industrial site while enhancing
place identity and at the same time accommodating
new development. The design should demonstrate
the importance of place identity in post-industrial site
revitalizations.
1.4.3 Significance of the study
Academic relevance
The goal is to bridge the theory and practice
together. Even though, cultural identity is a complex
subject, this design research tries to address it and
to look for solutions related to cultural identity being
implemented into the design of new city development
and revitalization.
Landscape architecture relevance
This research on cultural identity within post-industrial
sites is translated into physical reality using landscape
design tools which provides a meaningful design of a
public space in new developments of these sites with
more dimensional and interdisciplinary approach.
Social relevance
This design research focuses on looking for solutions to
revitalize the post-industrial areas in new development
with contributions to cultural identity. It is about creating
the overall awareness for Luxembourgish citizens and
the government of the Luxembourgish history, its
urban transformations, local identity, and alternative
ways of new developments in the city.

1.4.4 Research questions
Main research question
How can post-industrial neighborhood be revitalized in oder to enhance its identity while
accommodating new development opportunities?

Sub-research questions:
1. What place identity is important to the postindustrial neighborhood of Hollerich?
2. What design guidelines can be generated from other existing revitalized post-industrial areas
by applying the components of place identity?
Design question
How can Hollerich be revitalized by applying these design guidelines in order to allow new
development and to preserve its own place identity?

Social layer

Place
Identity

New
Development

Design principles
of place making

Post-industrial
Neighbourhood
Tangible and intangible
cultural values

Figure 1.15: Knowledge gap
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RESEARCH PROCESS
2.1 Research strategy

2.1.1 Philosophical worldview

This thesis focuses on the relation between cultural
identity theories and revitalization of post-industrial
neighborhoods within new development. This primary
exploratory research is used in this case because it
requires gaining an insight and understanding of a
problem which will further help to create potential
design of a specific case study. It requires researcher’s
interpretation. A qualitative case study is used as a
method within the framework of ‘research for design’
and ‘research through design’ (Lenzholzer, Duchhart
and Brink, 2016). Firstly, research for design is focusing
on the different aspects of design to generate
information, such as history, aesthetics, etc. It allows
to reflect on design products from distance without
interfering (Lenzholzer, Duchhart and Koh, 2013).
Secondly, research on design is performed on a case
study and this evidence-based research is conducted
to create the end product (Lenzholzer, Duchhart and
Koh, 2013).

The research is performed from a constructivist
worldview which is about problem finding and
generating new insights. This approach assumes that
individuals are trying to understand their surroundings
in which they live and that they find and develop
subjective meanings. The researcher then searches
for the complexity of these views and the process of
interaction among individuals and tries to understand
the historical and cultural settings within a specific
context (Creswell, 2014).

The focus of this thesis is to find out how can this
revitalization be done in a way, that aspects like
cultural identity, history, specific social groups, new
developments, and economical strategies can work
together in a harmony. For this, a specific case study is
chosen to demonstrate the theories (literature study),
and reference study, when one can observe and learn
from other projects. Furthermore, design principles
are generated and are part of the composition of the
final design. The multidisciplinary focus of a landscape
architect serves here as a great tool to bring a few
focuses such as different theories, observation, and
observation of other projects together and to find the
best possible solution for this case study. Even though,
we are talking about a specific case study, this thesis
will serve as a ‘manual’ which can be applied to other
projects with similar notions.

This approach takes place in a particular place where
the researcher explores a local setting in which a certain
problem is represented. The researcher interprets
the meanings that individual, or a group give to this
particular setting (Creswell, 2014).

Me, as a researcher, I am going to try to analyze and
to capture the sense of place of the settings of postindustrial neighborhood from history throughout
nowadays dilemmas with the focus on the potentials of
the future city developments.
2.1.2 Qualitative research
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2.2 Methods

Each research question is answered with different
research method or methods combined. I describe each
method on how they are used to answer each research
question (see Figure 2)
2.2.1 Literature study
During this phase the first and main information
gathering will occur. By literature research the problems
are tackled and explained in relation to history of
Luxembourg, information related to Luxembourg,
its spatial and historical context, future development
of Luxembourg, cultural identity, post-industrial
neighborhoods, and the connection with landscape
architecture. All this information should answer RQ1.
2.2.2 Site analysis, field study, and observations
This helps to get a good insight in what is represented
in the case study area of the landscape characteristics.
Observations and general analyses are performed
such as: history, amenities, history vs today’s situation,
map representation vs reality, understanding of the
spatial conventions, and others. Field study on the
aspects of circulation, social groups, activities, use of
space, unwanted areas, entertainment areas, threats,
and opportunities. All these aspects will bring a better
understanding of the site and serves in answering RQ1,
and the design question.
2.2.3 Semi-structured interviews
I chose to conduct semi-structured, approximately half
an hour to an hour-long interviews with people who live
in Luxembourg City and either know the case study area
of Hollerich or live in close proximity. I chose this method
because I wanted to gain a better understanding of the
collective memory rather than relying only on my own
experience. I wanted to discover what local people
think about the retreat of place identity through new
developments, and to understand people’s experiences
and attitudes towards certain interventions in particular
settings. Through these interviews, I could gain a better
comprehension of place identity and the multicultural
social layer and how this influences the collective values
and the future development of Luxembourg. More
information can be found in chapter 3.
2.2.4 Reference case study
Three projects will serve as a reference study from which
design guidelines will be generated and help to answer
second research sub-question. These design guidelines
will help to revitalize Hollerich which will answer design
question where the guidelines will be applied to the
case study. The whole process and more details can be
found in chapter 4.
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Criteria: The selection of the reference studies is an
essential component of this thesis. The process was
based on the collection and analysis of former industrial
sites, that were transformed with new development.
The boundaries of this reference study were a schedule
and resources; therefore, it was possible to study three
reference studies in Europe. The reference studies had
to meet the following criteria:
- Area built on former industrial site
- Area surrounded by residential 		
neighborhoods
-Integration between old and new 		
development
- Preservation/relation/enhancement to
the past (What reminds of the past/history,
and the way it is used in the design?)
Project 1: Belval, in Luxembourg
This project is a revitalized post-industrial neighborhood
with large-scale approach. Like Quartier Hollerich, this
project has been done in post-industrial zone and can
be an inspiration with its multifunctional use of space,
and cleaver design solutions, and representation of
the history. Furthermore, as it is a large-scale project, a
critical view will lie upon the differences between small
& local scale versus large scale economically driven
project. The benefits and disadvantage of this project
will be pointed out.
Project 2: Eindhoven Strijp-S, in The Netherlands
This project of post-industrial area, where a big
transformation occurred from restricted area to an area
full of creative places from food spots, workplaces,
inspiring structures, and diversity in functionality, to
green areas that beside the obvious also serve as
an important connecting element. This project can
be inspirational for Quartier Hollerich in the view on
interesting spatial structures, inspirational workplaces,
gathering places, a place that is not only for locals but
brings other social groups together.
Project 3: Superkilen, Denmark
Superkilen is project where its designers and architects
tried to create a tighter multicultural place. Superkilen
represents the integration of ethnicity, religion and
culture within its design. The driving force of this project
was a public participation. The representation of the
differences was integrated in this area where they come
together as one.

city for people and not only for cars. It will also serve
as an overall connecting element for the small scale
interventions.

2.2.5 Design guidelines
- Link between research and design
The link between research and design will be a
conclusion of literature study related to cultural identity
of post-industrial sites within new development and the
reference case study that will allow to observe solution
and conclude them in design principles. This will be
the answer to the first two sub-research questions
while stepping towards the design approach. And by
bridging the theory and the application of these design
guidelines to a specific situation, in the end, the design
principles should help to discover multifunctional
solutions. In the end, these generated design guidelines
will help to create a final design of the case study.
Furthermore, design guidelines are generated to serve
as a guide for other projects that deal with similar issues
and opportunities (Prominski, 2016).

Small scale - The human, eye level scale. It focuses
on how buildings, streets and squares are created,
organized, and used. It focuses on the quality of space
on a street scale level and the person’s experiences.
2.2.7 Case study – Quartier Hollerich
Case study is a method that will bridge the research and
the design part of this thesis together. A specific case
study – Quartier Hollerich, was chosen in Luxembourg
city which neatly represents the growing city and its
new possibilities regarding revitalization and new
developments within post-industrial areas and cultural
identity framework.

2.2.6 Design through scales
Gehl and Svarre (2013) stresses the importance of
approaching the city and landscape developments
holistically and with attention to its scales.
Large scale - It is an adaptation to the existing proposition
of new development in the area. This scale shows
mainly the connections between the neighborhood
and the city, physical and intangible. A neighborhood
park will exhibit the importance of human experience
such as alternative ways to car movement in the city
and the neighborhood and the importance of creating
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Figure 2.1: Design through scales
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2.2.8 Research framework diagram

What place identity is important to the postindustrial
neighborhood of Hollerich?

FO R

DE S IG N

MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION:
How can post-industrial neighborhood be revitalized in oder to enhance its identity while
accommodating new development opportunities?

Literature study
Semi-structured interviews
Site analysis, Observations

RQ1

RE SE A R CH

Components of
place identity

RQ2

Reference study

What design guidelines can
be generated from other
existing revitalized postindustrial areas by applying
the components of place
identity?

R E S E AR C H

O N

D E S IG N

Design guidelines

DESIGN
(question)

How can Hollerich be revitalized by
applying these design guidelines
in order to allow new development
and to preserve its own place
identity?

Conclusion & Discussion

Figure 2.2: Research framework diagram
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Figure 3.1: Map of Luxembourg city from 1907 (Commons Wikipedia , 2016)

03

DISCOVERING PLACE IDENTITY
The aim of this chapter is to define concepts of place
and cultural identity in relation to the spatial planning in
urban settings. This chapter involves multidisciplinary
investigation based on literature review and semistructured interviews and creates a link into the physical
world of landscape architecture and urban design.
Therefore, the following question is stated:
1. What place identity is important to the postindustrial neighborhood of Hollerich?
This question is divided into two parts which help
to answer this question. Firstly, the approach of this
thesis explores the understanding of place identity in
a general term which is achieved by literature review.
Secondly, place identity is explored through the
tangible and intangible lenses by looking through an
urban landscape and recognizing its symbolic values
and meanings by focusing on the local understanding
in a form of semi-structured interviews and observation.
‘Designing a dream city is easy; rebuilding a living one
takes imagination.’
		

- Jane Jacobs (1958)
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3.1 Discovering place identity

3.1.1 Defining place identity
It is important to recognize that place identity is an
abstract concept and the understanding of it is a very
complex task. When speaking of a place identity it is
mainly about a person or a group in a specific location
to which they give meanings, symbols, and qualities
(Datel and Dingemans, 1984). Relph (1976) adds that
it is not only about the specific place or a location, but
the personal involvement, which justifies ‘the subjective
and emotional attachment people have to a place’.
Place identity is something beyond the physical and
visual in the perception of the observant. Even though,
physical features do influence the symbolic meaning,
it is embedded in the feeling, emotions and behavior
that are reflecting the environment (Ujang and Zakariya,
2015). Essentially, place becomes like a personality which
can be characterized as unique and particular (Entrikin,
1997). Place identity is a crucial aspect in designing,
especially when history meets new development within
the urban tissue. What makes a place valuable does
not depend as much on the quality of a place but on
a specific meaning assigned by someone, meaning
communities, cultures, and individuals (Roe and Taylor,
2014). As Bender (2006) points out the fact that one
place can be experienced in very different ways to
different individuals. He also demonstrates that time is
also an important variable which can affect one’s view
and experience of the same place throughout different
moments. This shows that evolvement over time within
a certain space is simply part of the nature of the place.
The places are constantly changing and adapting
which has an influence on one’s experience of a place
(Tilley, 2006). Sense of place framework should help to
understand and explain how and why certain area is
changing. And how can these changes be beneficial for
the society and the local community.

3.1.2 Components of place identity
Gehl (2010) and Jacobs (1993) are talking about street
life as the primary component of achieving a great
urbanity. By activating places and making them full of
live with also the respect of memories and form, where
achieving urbanity is not only about the specific place
but about the social layer and social significance that
create a place’s identity (Montgomery, 1998).
Physical form is related to the space quality and should
stimulate activities and meanings (Lynch, 1964). “Urban
design is essentially about place-making, where places
are not just a specific space, but all the activities and
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Figure 3.2: The components of place identity adapted from Montgomery (1998); Relph (1976)

events which made it possible.” Mongomery (1998)
One of the three components of place identity is activity.
Activity and street life represents the behavior (that city
craves) and is charactered by vitality where people are
using streets and spaces, and buildings in a form of
programming, cultural events, and diversity that can
be recognized by mixtures of economic, cultural and
social activities. It is important to empathize the humanscale distances that play key role in this diversity and
enable the natural pedestrian movement from one
place to another without the need of a car. The mixture
of activities within a place like cafes, cinemas, galleries,
pubs, clubs, stores are the important elements for
successful urban place. This concept of activity, it
largely relates to the social layer. For example, the
promotion of locally own businesses and shops, the
involvement of community, street markets, and mixed
of land ownership. Achieving the fine grain economy
and the public realm by activating public spaces
as multi-functional that also hold the purpose of a
meeting place which symbolize shared memories and
traditions. (Montgomery, 1998; Jacobs, 1993).
Meaning of a place is a combination of what place
is like within objective means and how this place is
being perceived by an individual’s subjectiveness. A
place has different identities, images and meanings to
different people. This includes cultural values, beliefs
and ideas. Meaning of a place can be perceived as an
extension of the activity component to an emotional
and personal depth (Montgomery, 1998). It symbolizes
a form of attachment that represents a bond of an
individual their important and meaningful place which

is related to city, home, and neighborhood levels. It
is not the place itself that is significant rather it is the
experience in the place that creates meaning (Scannell
and Gifford, 2014). Montgomery (1998) talks about the
importance of symbolic meanings assigned to public
spaces or buildings which help to create mental maps
of the city and neighborhood where the start is with
a public square or park. This concludes the cultural
importance in the life of a place.
Vital city is full of opportunities for activity and provides
buildings, space and networks for residents and their
desires and needs. The point about growing a piece of
city is that it should be expected to develop a life of its
own. There needs to be flexibility so the city can grow
organically and should allow certain degree of chaos
and disorder, and uncertainty.
These three components (activity, meaning, and
physical form) for achieving place identity are
concluded as principles by Montgomery (1998) in the
following table:
Activity
1Generating pedestrian flows and vitality
2 Seeding people attractors
3 Achieving a diversity of primary and 		
secondary uses
4 Developing a density of population
5 Varying opening hours and stimulating the
evening economy
6 Promoting street life and people-watching
7 Growing a fine-grained economy
Meaning
8 Legibility
9 Imageability
10 Symbolism and memory
11 Psychological access
12 Receptivity
13 Knowledgeability
Physical form
14 Achieving development intensity
15 Zoning for mixed use
16 Building for a fine grain
17 Adaptability of the built stock
18 Scale
19 City blocks and permeability

20 Street: contact, visibility and horizontal grain
21 The public realm
22 Movement
23 Green space and water space
24 Landmarks, visual stimulation and attention
to detail
25 Architectural style as image
Gehl (2010) has a strong vision how cities should be
formed and function. He expresses that cities should
be enjoyable for walking and cycling and that activities
and errands should be in walking distance to one’s
home. He talks about strengthening the identity of
place by creating an attractive and well connected city.
Within the current and new situation of urban structure
of lively city, adaptation of Gehl (2019) proposition of
re-development of the city and its neighborhood was
created and summarized in the following table:
1 Identity of culture and experience
2 Benefit from location
3 Uniqueness of the place
4 Security
5 Leisure destination
6 Experiences and surprises
7 Activities and program
8 Mixture of housing
9 Individual neighborhood identities
10 Green amenities and character
11 City center of the neighborhood
12 Preserve the identity of a village green
13 Increase access to the neighborhood
Jacobs (1993) contributes to the place identity with
her realistic point of view where she criticizes the
current way of cities development and proposes rather
obvious solution which relate to how people actually
use and live in urban settings:
1. Mixed use spaces
2. Short, walkable distances
3. High concentration of people
4. Mix of old and new buildings
5. Allowing people interaction
6. Understanding how people live
7. Social dynamics of city life
3.1.3 Cultural identity
Culture is a collective memory and behavior that gives
a meaning the one’s being. It is an everyday way of
living which is reflection and representation of our
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deepest needs and attachments that are represented
in people’s narratives, events, places through time. It is
also being explored in the context of cultural heritage
and values that can be represented as intangible and
tangible values and are also represented in monuments
and sites. There is an interdependence between people,
their social structures, and ecosystems (Taylor, 2008).
3.1.4 The tangible and intangible values
Tangible values and heritage are recognizable through
their obvious physical form and due their dominance
within space. Intangible heritage and values can be often
overlooked within the concept of new developments
because their lack of monumental and structural
elements (Pocock et al, 2015). Pocock et al (2015)
points out that focusing on the intangible values first
will create a stronger identity of the tangible ones. The
focus on the social significance which is strongly linked
to the intangible values assessment is a crucial aspect
of place and cultural identity. Without the recognition of
the social significance of intangible values sites can be
misrepresented. The memories, beliefs, and behaviors
create the place and its identity which lies within
the intangible. It is the collective memory, meaning,
traditions, and community values in the cultural identity
of a place is embedded in the stories of locals and these
intangible narratives (Pocock et al, 2015; Taylor, 2008).
It is the everyday use of places of ordinary people that
create rich collage of life and by recognition of the
values and only then, the comprehension of sense of
place and the place identity can be formed (Taylor,
2008).
In conclusion, the social intangible values and their
recognition enhances the identity of a place and
empowers the local communities. It creates a stronger
sense of attachment (Scannell and Gifford, 2014).
Through intangible and tangible cultural identity
enhancement different layers of experience can be
achieved on local, national and tourist level. As Pocock
et al (2015) points out the important role of oral
history in identifying these values, the next chapter
follows with semi-structured interviews through which
an understanding of the intangible values and place
identity is trying to be achieved through the lenses of
locals.
3.1.5 Components of Tangible and intangible values
The tangible values can be perceived as the visual
physical elements in the urban spaces. In relation to the
activity and meaning they are categorized as non-visual
factors (Pocock, et al, 2015; Ziyaee, 2018).
Ziyaee (2018) concludes cultural landscapes into three
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components: Materials, Immaterial, and links. These
categories can be compared with concluding similarities
to the once of cultural identity referred to as tangible
and intangible values (Pocock, et al, 2015). Links,
however, which is the additional element represents
time, process and methods within its own category and
relates to history and memory, styles, foods, paintings,
and others. Nevertheless, links can be understood as
being part of the intangible values which represent
history, memory, symbols, and meanings (Pocock, et al,
2015).
Therefore, summary of these categories were made and
were concluded in table that elaborates the elements of
cultural identity (Figure 2.1).
Tangible - physical history
Manmade forms
- Buildings, monuments, bridges, roads
Natural forms
Vegetations, topology, geography
Intangible - Narratives and memories
Beliefs
Values, visions, ideologies
Behaviours
Symbols, lifestyle, meanings, activities, stories
Time and process
History, memory, narratives
Figure 3.3: The components of cultural identity adapted from Montgomery (1998), Ziyaee (2018), and Pocock et al. (2015)

3.1.6 Defining cultural landscape
As explained in the book chapter by Taylor (van den
Brink et al., 2017), cultural landscape is something
that reflects upon people and their social structures,
and their environment over space and time. ‘Cultural
landscapes mirror the cultures which created them’
(Plachter and Rössler, 1995). They are something that
reflect on people’s behaviors, beliefs, and symbols and
asks basic question to gain understanding of certain
historical events. ‘A cultural concept of landscape is the
understanding that one of our deepest needs is for a
sense of identity and belonging and that a common
denominator in this is human attachment to landscape
and how we find identity in landscape and place.’
(Taylor, 2015).

3.1.7 Post-industrial site as cultural landscape

3.1.10 Summary

Post-industrial sites are valuable areas and parts of
history and have become a new cultural heritage.
Its preservation or reusage of materials can create
reinforcement of cultural and social aspects (Duarte,
2013). The post-industrial areas are forming a different
society where the working sector has shifted to service
oriented with different structures of the working
population. This also affect how people use space and
how the urban experience creates working but also
leisure time opportunities in public space (Burgers,
2000). Braae (2015) talks about how interaction can
with what already exist change a perception of today’s
design approach where opportunity is created for
landscape architects to understand the meaning of the
landscape and the process of social meanings (van den
Brink et al., 2017, chapter by Taylor).

- Place identity is seen as rather an abstract concept

3.1.8 Cultural landscape in contemporary city
Two major phenomena in today’s urban tissue are
urbanization and globalization where both significantly
influence the identity of an urban area.
The urban identity is composed by spatial, social,
cultural, and economic aspects that all together create
and enhance meanings, memories, and identities for
the user (Ziyaee, 2018). In contemporary city however,
the link between these aspects is missing. Buildings
are treated as isolated objects with no connection to
its surroundings and the standardization of structures
are responsible for creating a ‘non-place’ which has a
negative effect on the sense of place and local identity
(Relph, 1976).

- Place identity is about given meanings, memory and
symbols and personal involvement in a specific
location by a person or a group (Datel & Dingemans,
1984; Relph, 1976)
- Cultural identity is a representation of place identity
- There are many aspects that are related to daily
activities and behaviors that affect the place identity
(Montgomery, 1998; Jacobs, 1961; Gehl, 2010)
- The tangible and intangible values and their
recognition enhances the identity of a place which
creates a stronger sense of attachment (Scannell and
Gifford, 2010)
- Time is important aspect in place identity with places
constantly changing and adapting (Tilley, 2006)
- Public space as a setting for inter-cultural encounter,
interaction and understanding (Daly, 2020)
Furthermore, this theoretical part aid to steer the focus
of interviews and observation. The interviews’ questions
are strongly related and influenced by this literature
study.

3.1.9 The context of multicultural city – do we really
fit in?
In many studies, the multiculturalism is referred to as
‘us’ and ‘them (Liu, 2015; Simonsen, 2008; Daly, 2020).
Even though, many multicultural societies accepted the
two categories of foreign people and the natives, it is
still a coexistence of cultures rather than the merging
of cultures. There is a certain performance of culture
and lifestyle of the majority group involved where
different generations can switch in-between them but
might still feel strong sense of identity in relation to
their origins (Liu, 2015). However, there can be a certain
interaction between the global and local which Massey
(1994) explains as a construction of place with mixture
of wider and local social relations. ‘Public space has
been identified as an important setting for intercultural
encounter or ‘intercultural conviviality” (Daly, 2020)
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3.2 Discovering local place identity through lenses of locals

3.2.1 Interviews

3.2.4 Interview approach

The interview was composed of three parts that naturally
blended into one another. The first part was created to
gain better understanding of the particular individual
and their connection to Luxembourg, Luxembourg city
and the cultural identity of the city. Second part was
meant to gain insights of the experience and feelings
about the new developments of Luxembourg city and
how it affects their perception of cultural identity.

As mentioned in introduction, I have intended to do
semi-structured interviews. These were scheduled and
organized interviews where I introduced my thesis and
what the interview will entail and how I would like to use
the data gained from this interview. All the approached
people were willing to spend as much of their time for
this conversation as necessary. Mostly, the interview
lasted an hour until the conversation naturally ended.

The last part of the interview was mainly about Hollerich
neighborhood and particularly, the southern industrial
part of the neighborhood. Interviewees were asked
to describe their opinions and insights about this
neighborhood, what activities they perform there, and
what do they think about the place identity. Finally, it
was shown to them that this part of the neighborhood
will undergo big redevelopment and they were asked
their vision on this change in relation to current situation.

However, sometimes I have met people in a more
spontaneous way and started to talk about the case
study area in more unstructured way. I have noticed that
some people are not interested in dedicating time to
a whole interview and just rather talked shortly about
their opinion of the Hollerich and the new development
of Luxembourg city.

3.2.2.Participant selection
The intention of this study was to understand personal
experiences in depth. Because of the limited time
frame, it was only possible to reach to 10 participants
and have an in-depth conversation. The participant
selection was therefore small, but I have intended to be
quite varied, and I reached out to people from different
backgrounds and with different interests. I approached
people knowing that I would like to talk to someone
who lives close to the case study area, someone who
lives in the residential part of Hollerich and someone
who lives in ‘richer’ part of the neighborhood to see
what their opinions are and how much they will differ
from one another.
3.2.3 Interviewees profiles
The selection criteria were made based on people
living in the Luxembourg City, and either knowing the
case study area of Hollerich or living in proximity.
Because semi-structured interviews are quite timeconsuming, not everyone was willing to give their time.
Therefore, these interviews are also part of the selection
of interviewees who were willing to share their feelings
and knowledge within particular time frame.
The interviewees were from France,
Malaysia, Italy, Germany, and Colombia.
interviewee of foreign origin came to
because of the job opportunity and
standards.
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Luxembourg,
Almost every
Luxembourg
higher living

3.2.5 Preparation of question for the interviews
(Jacobs and Buijs, 2011):
In relation to place and cultural identity and the sentiments about new developments of Luxembourg city
Guided questions related to place attachment:
- Why have you decided to come to Luxembourg and what
made you stay?
- What would learning Luxembourgish language and having
Luxembourgish nationality change for you?

Guided questions related to Luxembourg city and
feelings about new developments:
- What does Luxembourg city mean to you?
- How do you feel about the city developments?

Questions related to place identity of Hollerich:
- How would you characterize this place?
- How do you feel about the place?
- What does this place mean to you?
- What do you think about the new development of the area?

Questions related to interventions:
- How would you like to see the area in the future?

3.2.6 Components of place identity - Analysis of interviews - Conclusion
Reuse of places/Mixture of uses/Spreading functions /Re-purpose
- “Hollerich is known for taking abandoned areas and turning them into something different.”
- “It would be nice to preserve some areas and buildings and give them a new life” Andrew
Fun places/Places with activities/ Meeting point
- “There are not many places to spend time with your family unless you take a car.” Anna
- “We usually go to the city center to do our activities, but it would be nice to have something closer to
home.” Jane
Social Interaction on street
-The big structure of the shopping malls where there are no windows and no interactions with the streets;
it’s a closed front for over a 500m. You can’t see the people from outside – it’s not interacting.” Sarah
City for people (not for cars)
- “What is a Luxembourger without their car? They love cars so much. They have the big streets, it’s made
for cars in the end, and not for people.” Sarah
Local life
- “It (Hollerich) is actually a nice area or it was because they try to reuse these old, empty buildings and halls
to do somethings different inside” Sarah
Alternative place/Something different
- “It could be this area that can be a little bit different. Which is with mix of old buildings, and which can be
home to everyone who is a little bit different or who has a little bit different taste in comparison to the ones
who work, sleep eat, repeat.” Sarah
Uniqueness
- “With the new places, you don’t know if you are in France or anywhere else. It doesn’t look like
Luxembourg.” James
Local identity/Keeping the identity
- “Hollerich is known for taking abandoned areas and turning them into something different.” Anna
Human scale/Dimension
- “Put it is smaller scale – to break a big block of building in smaller pieces.” Carol
- “I appreciates the dimension that is more human scale in the city” Anna
Mini (city) center/Neighborhood square
- “It would be nice to develop an area of the neighborhood and have a mini city center, so you don’t need
to take a car to go somewhere, and you can enjoy activities close to your home.” Anna
Connections
- “The road blocks everything, it’s impossible to cross.” Andrew
Nature, parks, and green
- “I really like that it’s very green city and very close to nature, it is integrated in the city.” Anna
- “I really appreciate the nature and lots of park in the city. It is a big part of the Luxembourg’s identity” Jane
Maintaining aesthetics/Keeping shapes
- “There is an attitude of an old and ugly area – lets tear it down and replace it with something new. But
there are places that can be replaced and there are places that can be saved. In life there needs to be a
balance. “ Anna
Urban diversity

- “They wipe out everything to make something nice and better and then they create a box” Simon
- “If you just replace one box for another, it won’t be helpful” Robert
- “This was nice thing about Luxembourg city – the diversity, every different area has its own look and feel.” Anna
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3.2.7 Conclusion
There was a big difference between foreign people
who lived in the city for many years, and people who
live in Luxembourg only short amount of time and
Luxembourgish people. Foreign people who lived
here only for a year or so had only a small sense of
attachment and therefore they didn’t really associate
themselves with the local identity. They expressed
appreciations about the qualities that Luxembourg
city offers. Interviewees that live in Luxembourg city
already for couple of years were quite involved in their
communities and would consider themselves as locals
with strong views and strong sense of attachment.
Luxembourg is a quite special place, and many people
appreciate the spatial characteristics of the city and
its dynamics, and the history that city represents in
architecture, urbanism, but also through its social
layer. Many people also mentioned the particular and
different place identity of each city neighborhood
which contributes to the uniqueness of the city as well
as green and nature area that part of the Luxembourg’s
identity.
Each interviewee found something that they could
relate to or something that motives them to stay in
Luxembourg. And because of these attachments
(friends, hobbies, personal values, involvement), people
were more likely to think about staying in Luxembourg
in the future. However, to the people who are not in the
city that long and therefore haven’t developed these
attachments it was much easier for them to say that they
will stay in Luxembourg only temporarily.
Apprehension was expressed in many of the interviews
in relation to new developments done in Luxembourg
– particularly related to loss of local identity. They fear
that the city planners neither care about the human
scale perspective nor how people live. They create
lots of ‘boxes’ (buildings) which are overwhelming for
pedestrians, and they are only done to have the most
profit and that they don’t really care how the public
space will be used or whether it even can be used.
While talking about the place identity they feared about
these new homogeneous developments which are
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destroying the city and neighborhoods’ uniqueness.
‘Ghost place’ was a term to describe new developments
of Luxembourg city.
In conclusion, the assessed interviews were summarized
and can be found in the table ‘components of place
identity’ with the main quotes used to support the
statements. Furthermore, these generated components
contribute strongly to the conclusion of local place
identity and will be combined and sorted out together
with more general components of place identity
suggested from Montgomery (1998) and Gehl (2019).
Overall components of place identity form interviews:
1. Reuse of place/Re-purpose
2. Fun places/Places with activities/ Meeting
point
3. Social interaction on street
4. City for people
5. Local life
6. Alternative places
7. Uniqueness
8. Local identity
9. Human scale
10. City center/Neighborhood square
11. Connections
12. Nature, parks, and green
13. Maintaining aesthetics/Keeping shapes
14.Urban diversity
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3.3 Discovering local place identity - tangible values

As place identity is rather a subjective concept first part
of this chapter consists of a subjective collection of
information related to the specific place and its identity
in a form of tangible and intangible values that had an
impression on the individual when being in the place.
To remain objective however, semi-structured interviews
were conducted to understand the local identity and its
positive and negative aspects from people who live in
the area which is discussed further in this chapter. .
3.3.1 Local place identity
Hollerich is known for its culture and night life. It is also
known for refurbishing old buildings and giving it a
new function where people can create and enhance the
cultural identity. It is a place that quite relatively unique
in comparison to the rest of the city.
For about 20 years, this place has been degrading.
However, artists, skaters, locals, and alternative place
enthusiasts saw it as a great opportunity. Rather than

looking at these places as degraded locals found
possibilities how to reuse old buildings and new
alternative restaurants, places for artists where they can
explore their identity.
This part of the neighborhood is not very known in
a sense of tourism mainly because of complicated
access and lot of privatizations of retail companies and
services. However, local people know about this place
and enjoy the different atmosphere to the rest of the
city. The difference between Hollerich and the rest of
the city is that alternative places are created by the locals
and unusual events take place here such as theater that
allow locals to do the performances, restaurant startups
that are rather untraditional (vegan restaurant, Syrian
restaurant, and others), art expression done by locals
where buildings are the canvas, and nightlife.
3.3.2 Observations
The first impression that this neighborhood has on

Gas fabrik (5)

Green voids and water (1)

Converted industrial building
to skatepark (3)

Community gardens (2)
Temporary restaurant (4)

Figure 3.5: Collage of elements representing the local identity of Hollerich
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an individual in mainly that it is not a real part of
the downtown. There are many buildings with nice
character however, they are in a neglected state which
downgrades the quality of the place. It is obvious that
once upon a time, this area was full of life with its own
strong identity. This can be seen in the mentioned local
initiation mainly of Luxembourgers that try to keep the
place ‘alive’ with events, restaurant, and overall reuse of
spaces in an alternative way.
Furthermore, there are quite a lot of places with denied
access due to private ownership of companies. The
empathies in the area lies on large parking lots that
are covering great part of the neighborhood and are
surrounded by some areas with vegetation that are in
quite a neglected state and aren’t accessible. The overall
road connections are limited and roads for cycling, and
pathways for walking in most places are not existent.
Large road serves as a divider between the residential
part of the neighborhood which connects the highway

to the city downtown and cuts right though the Hollerich
neighborhood. Pedestrian crossing is 0,5km away from
one another that allow some permeability from one
part of the neighborhood to the other. Due to the large
four-line road division the overall impression of the
neighborhood identity is disappointing. However, when
one explores more in depth, there are many treasures
that awaits to be discovered. The collage of images in
figure 3.5 and 3.6 represents the local place identity
that was observed through out landscape analysis, and
site exploration.

1

2

4

6
5

3
8

11

10

Figure 3.4: Overall map with elements representing the local identity
of Hollerich

Heintz van Landewyck (10)
Speed way (6)

Hollerich church (7)
Family housing (8)
Converted industrial house
into local restaurant (9)

Family housing (11
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3.4 Discovering local place identity - intangible values

Throughout observations people tend to focus mainly
on the tangible, material aspects that have a big
impression on an individual. However, the backbone
of these aspects are the intangible values such as
traditions, activities, ideologies, symbols, and meanings
that are part of everyday lives and are the help to create
the culture and place identity (Taylor, 2008).
Identity is a crucial element for a place like Hollerich.
Taylor (2008) expresses the importance of identity
and sense of place as the reflection of everyday life
which can be translated into the intangible aspects
where values, visions, activities, and the overall process
influences a certain place. In neighborhood such as
Hollerich, the sense of community is more valuable that
the monuments that are present in the neighborhood.
People feel attached to the area because it has a strong
sense of community and community initiatives.
After these industrial areas were no longer in their
primary use, the initiative was to use the places in a
different way and offer a temporary use to businesses
while the city decides what will happen. This means
that many areas and buildings within the neighborhood
were given a second life. Locals took the initiative
and took advantage of lower prices of rent due to
the degradation of certain buildings and the location,
and created alternative places including restaurants,
secondhand stores, artistic places, sport facilities and
community gardens.
This area has rather a poor reputation in comparison
to the rest of the city. This is mainly seen through the
tangible elements where the degradation of the
neighborhood is strongly represented with certain
activities that happen in such areas that question
place’s safety. However, this creates many opportunities
to experiment and to be given chances like starting a
restaurant for instance (Figure 3.10), whereas in other
parts of the city it would not be simply possible due
to high rents, prioritization, and monopole. This also
allows for the form of associations that help locals
creates stronger communities, and overall heighten the
neighborhood spirit.
When it come to the multiculturalism of Luxembourg
it is quite different than its other countries. There isn’t
neighborhood with particular ethnicity, or there aren’t
that many shops with merchandise from other cultures
as this can be found in other capitals in Europe. Most
of the residence in Hollerich is Luxembourgish (25%)
followed by French (18%) and Portuguese (10%) and
with less significant amount Italian, German and Belgians
and other minorities (Ville de Luxembourg, 2020)
However, these data are not very accurate. It is
recognized that the neighborhood is divided into two
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parts: residential and industrial. The data, however,
does not make a difference between the two.
Based on observation, this allows for opportunities of
other cultural places to form and to create an ethnic
mosaic.
Despite the majority being Luxembourgish followed by
French and Portuguese one can see that there are Italian
restaurants with Italian merchandise (Figure 3.8), Syrian
restaurant, community garden is expressed with signs in
French and Portuguese (Figure 3.12), a vegan restaurant
takes place in an old slaughterhouse, and in the sport
center everyone speaks only Luxembourgish.
Hollerich neighborhood, especially the industrial part is
well known for its nightlife. Bars and clubs have been
part of its identity for a long time (Figure 3.11) and lots
of locals recognize it as such. It was a very important
social gathering and meeting point when the rest of the
city was still discovering itself in this point of view. In
the early 2000s this was the only place in Luxembourg
city to be recognizes as a place with alternative music,
fashions, and overall lifestyle. However, some of these
places in the area has disappear since then. Nowadays,
there are still bars and a concert hall in close by area.
The industrial part of Hollerich has a lot to offer in terms
of intangible values. The different communities create
the main ecosystem of this place and provide the
area with energy that is particular for Hollerich (Figure
3.7). Locals have these initiatives to use the tangible
aspects and transformed them into something unique
and valuable for them. Concert halls, music festivals
and concerts are strong part of the local identity. For
decades this cultural aspect was the symbol of Hollerich,
and these festivals cannot be found elsewhere in
the city. Furthermore, the area is represented in its
unique art expression of graffiti (Figure 3.6) which in
this neighborhood one can find dedicated places for
legal expression of this skill. Nowadays, this artwork
and urban canvas find itself being the symbol of this
neighborhood. Skateboarding community plays a bit
role in cultural aspects of this neighborhood. They
organize tournaments and competitions (Figure 3.9),
and this community is recognized beyond the borders
of this neighborhood. Church of Hollerich is recognized
as a symbol of the religion aspect of this neighborhood
and is very much being in function until this day. Lastly,
the names of streets and roads hold a connection to
the past which represents part of the history in this
neighborhood (Figure 3.13).
Overall, the locals create this mosaic of ethnicity,
functions, activates and communities that are very
important part of the cultural aspects and contribute to
the uniqueness and place identity of Hollerich.

Figure 3.6: Former slaughter house, now a sport center (photo by
author)

Figure 3.7: Community garden (Pfaffenthal.info, 2015)

Figure 3.10: Vegan restaurant in former slaughter house (photo by author)

Figure 3.11: Concert hall Den Atelier (Den Atelier, 2021)

Figure 3.8: Italian restaurant with second hand furniture (photo by author)

Figure 3.12: Entrance to community garden in Hollerich (photo by author)

Figure 3.9: Skate park in former slaughter house, now sport center
(Skatepark Hollerich, 2020)

Figure 3.13: Name of the street linking present with the past (photo by
author)
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3.5 Conclusion
The part of the chapter focuses on component of place
identity that were extracted from the literature study
and over exploration of place identity in broad sense
related to research and from observations and local
input in form of interviews. In previous chapter there are
many theories presented. In this chapter the main aim
is to conclude what is place identity of Hollerich and to
answer first research sub-question:
‘What place identity is important to the postindustrial neighborhood of Hollerich?’,
To answer this question, all generated components
from the theory part, observations, and interviews are
put together and analyzed. By further examination,
there quite few overlaps in terms of subjects and certain
focus. Furthermore, the components are assessed and
when some overlaps, some repetitions occurred or
some similarities, they were combined or adapted in
the table of Component of place identity.
In conclusion, they were concluded in overall 24
components that represent the local place identity with
focus on how to approach and redesign a place in a way
of enhancing the place and cultural identity.
Each of these categories represent major theme related
to urban development within the place and cultural
identity framework. Each of the category is explained
in detail in the following chapter with their appropriate
design guidelines.
The answer to this question in form of the concluded
place identity components serves as a foundation for
the further steps of this thesis.
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Figure 3.14: The design principles are categorized into
six main elements:
01 Local life

		
City for people
		Street life
		
Local communities
		
Fine-grain economy

02 Urban Structures
		Urban diversity
		
		
		

Alternative spaces
Reuse of places
Human scale

03 Green and Urban Amenities
		Nature and park
		
Green and water areas
		
The public realm
		Neighborhood square

04 Flow and Vitality
		Connections and access

		
Movement (Pedestrian flow)
		Permeability
		Mental map

05 Activities and Program

Experiences and surprises
		
Leisure destination
		Meeting points
		
Enabling social interaction

06 Uniqueness
		Symbols and memory
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Figure 4.1: Belval, Luxembourg (City Life Esch, 2021))

Figure 4.2: Strijp-S, The Netherlands (Drieam)

Figure 4.3: Superkilen, Denmark (Archdaily, 2021)
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04

REFERENCE STUDY TOWARDS DESIGN
GUIDELINES
As Prominski (2016) urges, design guidelines should be
concluded from already existing projects. Therefore, big
part of this thesis refers to reference projects and their
analysis with the lenses of place identity. This analysis
can be found in the appendix.
Generated knowledge and conclusion in form of
components from the theory of place identity and
interviews with local people serve as a main direction
for the analysis of these three reference projects. These
components are used as a general information that is
applied to a specific setting and where the conclusions
will create specific design guidelines. This will allow to
explore second research sub-question:
2. What design guidelines can be generated from
other existing revitalized post-industrial areas by
applying the components of place identity?
A selection of three projects was made based on the
relevance of post-industrial site and its development.
Belval was chosen due to its successful incorporation
of new development in the cultural landscape and the
strong sense of culture, representation of history of the
country and preserving cultural and place identity.

good representation of reuse of buildings and creating
a social spirit among the sites.
Superkilen is a unique project that deals with many
nationalities and communities among the area and
tries to emphasize that in the design. Cultural identity
representation and involvement plays a big role.
Each of the reference projects was analyzed through the
lenses of the components of place identity generated
from literature study, interviews, and observations. The
six categories that were concluded from the previous
chapter were used as the main topic for the site analysis
and their sub-categories were used as a more specific
focus for its analysis. All these analysis for each reference
project can be found in Appendix.
In this thesis, design guidelines bridge the knowledge
and specific case study and will serve as a specific tool
with its ‘knowhow’ and specific instructions that could
be applied not only to the Hollerich but can also serve
as a guide to other projects with similar elements
(Prominski, 2016).

Strijp-S is a great example of creating collective social
memory of the past, present, and future. This project is a
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4.1 Reference project | BELVAL

Green area

Head quarters of the university

Water features

Philips factory buildings

Refurbished industrial building

Preservation of historical elements

Former blast furnace

Pocket park
Shopping mall
Concert hall
Train station

0m

Year: 2007 to 2015
Status: Built
Program: Public spaces, Cultural
Client: Le Fonds Belval
Project team: MDP Michel Desvigne Paysagiste
IHA Inessa Hansch Architecte
AREAL landscape architecture (consultant local)
Area: 13 ha (32 acres)
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4.1.1 About

4.1.3 Conclusion from analysis

When Industrial culture welcomes a sublime
contemporary setting.

Belval’s redevelopment was with the focus on creating
the place a university campus and it holds an active student community among the area. The area is involved
in arts, festivals, and concerts. The preservation of the
industrial era and the incorporation the landmarks and
symbols in day-to-day life is a big part of the identity of
this area. The reuse and refurbishment of factory buildings into university faculties create a connection between the past, present, and the future. There are some
local companies that oversee the development in the
area. Local artists participate in ongoing exhibition related to the place itself. The national university is one of
the main local aspects that is related to local economy.
Belval is very well connected by car roads and public
transportation and because of its cultural importance
and dominance, many people come to visit throughout
the year from all over the country. Middle of the area
is strictly reserved for pedestrians only which enhances the walking experience and takes advantage of local
activities and programing. Cars are therefore moved
outside of the area. Permeability permits for a great exploratory experience throughout the whole neighborhood. Lots of pocket parks serve as a nice and rather
private-feeling area still being connecting to its surroundings. These pocket parks are used as a meeting
point, gathering places, or relaxing green areas within
Belval. The use of local materials enhances the local
identity and support the architectural style.

Belval is a post-industrial steelworks area that can
be found in the south of Luxembourg, close to
the French border. However, since its closedown
in the year 1997 there was an opportunity for
redevelopment of its abandoned places. Few years
later, masterplans were drawn to redevelop the area
and to boost the local economy once again. And the
symbol of renewal was born: “A bridge between the
past and the future.” (Le Fonds Belval, 2021)
4.1.2 Design
It was clear since the beginning that neither of the parties
wanted to turn the place into an open-air museum.
Today, the cultural elements of truly integrated heritage
serve as a natural backbone of the contemporary urban
development project with the main priority of urban
life created on daily bases by students, researchers,
economic players, and lovers of culture.
This new mixed-use area is composed by some new
and some refurbished buildings with contemporary
aesthetic look keeping the identity of the place and
symbolizing the continuity of the scientific and technical
progress. Materials like bricks and metal are used on the
site to create a connection with the industrial concept.
The two ‘steel giants’ are playing a major role in the
urban design and are being the dominant aspects not
only of the site but on a national level where they are
representing an era of a steel production that greatly
contributed to the wealth of the country (Agora, 2021).

Figure 4.5: Pocket park (Agora, 2020)

Figure 4.4: Refurbished and modernized industrial building, now
part of the university campus (We are library people, 2021)

Figure 4.6: Art installations in the industrial contrast (Flickr,
2014)
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4.2 Reference project | STRIJP-S

New development

Tree alleys

Green areas

Philips factory buildings

Parking

Year: since 2000
Status: Built
Program: Public spaces, Culture & heritage, mixed
use developments & retail, urban design
Client: Park Strijp Beheer
Project team: WEST 8
Area: 27 ha
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4.2.1 About

4.2.3 Conclusion from analysis

Strijp-S is a former Philips factory in Eindhoven that
made the city into a vibrant place. This cultural landscape
is a part of the collective memory of the city and now
is preserved as a unique location with its innovation,
creative spirits, and open-mindedness. It became a
place for creative and entrepreneurial people, and it
establishes its uniqueness through constant lookout
for new opportunities. Thanks to art, media, design,
other businesses, and services this refurbished cultural
landscape is a great example of preservation of cultural
and place identity in today’s modernization (Strijp-s,
2021).

Strijp-S was mainly business oriented when it comes
to local life and local communities. Industrial buildings
are being renovated and reused and complemented
by new development with the industrial spirit. Large
industrial buildings are placed in space with lot of open
spaces that compliments the height and width of the
structures.

4.2.2 Design
The heart of area is the green corridor that tides the site
and the city together. The tree lines of seven rows of
trees with ‘an attitude’: in a ‘V’ shape which they lead
to the countryside. This green corridor was the first
initiative of the project and then, everything else like
international school and other developments followed
naturally. There are many activities lined-up that are
engaged with this main green area with a simple
narrative; the connection from the downtown through
cultural legacy of the cultural landscape where no cars
are allowed and it’s available for bicycles, skaters, and
freaks. Every building, every factory can have a new
function. The streets and public spaces are however
strictly for the public activity.
A bridge that was created played a big role in the
social structure. As a connecting element of two cities,
it immediately became ‘owned’ by the people, by the
community and it creates a link to the countryside.
This bridge is creating landscape identity, and cultural
legacy.

Figure 4.7: Alternative place (Visit Brabant, 2021)

Green areas within the neighborhood are rather isolated
island between buildings and car roads. However,
green structures are found as a leading element in the
main boulevard that connects the whole site and leads
towards the nature area in close distance.
Due to the presence of lots of businesses, the
entertainment lies in working environment however,
there are open spaces among the area to allow for
non-working relations like: festivals, street art, events,
popups, and others. The main landmark of the area is its
former Philips industrial building that nowadays hosts
many creative companies. The new development in the
area tries to preserve the industrial memory by specific
materials. The whole place is a great symbol for the
city due to its involvement and improvement of local
employment and strong economical influences.
The local identity is represented in the businesses that
support creative talents, sustainability and innovation
and it is an important location for the exhibition of
the Dutch Design Week every year. The uniqueness
of Strijp-S lies in the marriage of industrial design and
modern and creative entrepreneurship.

Figure 4.8: Reuse of industrial building (Eindhoven, 2021)

Figure 4.9: Overall view on Strijp-S (Strijp-S)
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4.3 Reference project | SUPERKILEN

Norrebroruten Skate Park

Green area of the park

Black square

Former tram shed, now library
Residential building
The red square

0m

Location: Copenhagen, Denmark
Completion: 2012
Planning: 2008-2011
Program: Urban park, Public spaces, Culture, mixed
use developments & retail, urban design
Client: City of Copenhagen, Realdania Foundation
Project team: Topotek1, BIG – Bjarke Ingels Group,
Superflex
Area: 2,7 ha
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4.3.1 About

4.3.3 Conclusion from analysis

Superkilen is a linear park 750m long. It used to be a
troubled neighborhood with violence and vandalism
which initiated this project. This area is very ethnically
diverse, and it was important for the designers to
implement this into the design. This neighborhood’s
communities come from over 60 different countries.
It was important to consider the diverse cultural
backgrounds, traditions, and various social behaviors
and create a space that would preferably represent them
and serve the different needs. Superkilen became a
place that creates a strong sense of identity with its bold
approach and design that represents the multicultural
society of Nørrebro neighborhood (Archdaily, 2021)

This area was specifically designed for the communities
and people who live in close surroundings. Street life
is activated by implementing many activities, and
places like kiosks, cafes, library, and children’s play.
There is a very limited car access and therefore, it is
very comfortable for people and children to feel safe in
this environment. The area is surrounded by residential
buildings where this park plays a role of a connecting
anchor for local communities. The park and square areas
are connected to the former tram sheds that are now
completely refurbished and transformed into a local
library. The strong physical link between the industrial
buildings and the square is done using materials which
visually and physically connects these two. Despite the
surrounding buildings are not being so tall, the open
space in for of the park allows for permeability and
provides a human scale to the overall area. The whole
concept of Superkilen is to create a place for local
people to meet, and to entertain which is achieved
by the large number of elements for entertainment.
The big contrast in functions and material serves as a
mental map that allow for better orientation in space.
The whole area is filled with experiences and surprises
where the elements that encourage this are specifically
designed to encourage social interaction. In this rather
narrow and long park, the playfulness with topography
gives a different dimension to the space. Superkilen is
designed to serve as an attractive place beyond the
neighborhood borders and thanks to the boldness in
the use of colors, materials, and the extensive use of
elements for activities, this area became a landmark.

4.3.2 Design
Superkilen can be considered as an outdoor exhibition
of objects from all over the world which are spaced
out among three main sections: The Red Square, The
Black Square and The Green Park. These objects are
composed of plants, outdoor furniture, fountains,
children’s play and are openly exposing the different
cultures. Furthermore, these objects offer meeting
places, physical activity, games, recreation, and forming
communities (Archdaily, 2021). However, some of these
objects were appreciated more than others which
seemed to result in prioritizing certain ethnicity. The
objects’ meanings were strongly linked to their cultural
background. This triggered a negative impression for
some individuals. However, it was concluded that these
objects were use more than others due to their level
of comfort and proximity (Daly, 2020). This questions
the triggers for potential conflicts among some
communities.

Figure 4.11: Meeting points (Archdaily, 2020)

Figure 4.10: Overview of the park (Archdaily, 2020)

Figure 4.12: Children’s play (archdaily, 2020)
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4.4 Towards design guidelines
By conduction the analysis through the lenses and the
application of the components of place identity, design
guidelines were concluded.
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This part of the chapter will explain in detail each of the
category of place identity and each guideline.

01 | LOCAL LIFE

04 | FLOW AND
VITALITY

02 | URBAN
STRUCTURE

05 | ACTIVITIES
AND PROGRAM

03 | GREEN
AND URBAN
AMENITIES

06 | UNIQUENESS
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01 | LOCAL LIFE

Urban Structure

4.4.1 Local life
City for people
Street life
Local communities
Fine-grain economy
The category of local life signifies the intangible values
that are strong part of the place and its identity. It
prioritizes the people over cars, focuses on street life
and its activation, creates places for public realm and for
local communities. All these aspects

01.01 | Creating flexible spaces for different functions
for forming of local communities and local businesses

Local life

Reflecting upon and understating the current situation of
a specific site can promote new functions that are place
specific and unique to its location. Distinctive functions
that are present in the area can be taken as a starting
point toward redevelopment with the respect toward
history, culture, and local identity. The comprehension
of the location with the possible connectors to its
surroundings can enable many possibilities for locals
and visitors (Gehl, 2019).
Commercial diversity in form of the combination of
small and large businesses, where there is preferred
face-to-face contact with clients and customers. Large
businesses employ bigger number of employees and
have a bigger impact on the local economy, and small
business provide local craftsmanship and local needs
that occupy small ground floor units of buildings. This
can be design studios, private gallery, supermarket, and
other shops (Montgomery, 1998, Jacobs, 1993).
Streets allow for social interaction, sense of belonging,
a familiarity, well defined edges, and private vs public
realms. Street should work on a base of network of nodes
and edges where they are activated and connected
with cafes, food stores, shops, and others. A horizontal
street activation happens where a pavement is wide
just enough to accommodate street life. Street requires
multipurpose spaces which allow public contact, public
social life, people watching, promenading, transacting,
natural surveillance, and culture. All these aspects also
promote people watching (Jacobs, 1993) which allow a
mixture of people to watch over the neighborhood to
indicate safety.

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[x] Superkilen

The importance lies in the understanding of the place
and its residents. By analyzing the different type of
people in the neighborhood the design can offer better
places for local communities and understand what are
the target groups and what are their needs. Creating
flexible spaces for different functions - allowing for the
local communities to create their own identity.

Sense of belonging and the involvement in the
community and local life have an active part in creating
a place identity. It creates a respect and appreciation
towards the place itself, its people, and its visitors which
results in looking after a place (Montgomery, 1998).

Figure 4.13: Strijp-S (Visit Brabant, 2021)
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01.02 | Creating ‘city for people’ by activating street life
(walkable distances, prioritizing walking and cycling)

01.03 | Security (referring to flow and vitality, by
activating streets, natural people watching will enhance
the overall security of the place, and urban diversity,
different times are serving for different use)

[x] B e l v al
[ ] Stri j p-S
[x] S up e rk il en

[x] B elval
[x] Strijp-S
[x] Superkilen

By activating street life, the neighborhood will thrive
being full of local shops and gastronomy for the
citizens to profit from. Lively neighborhood and lively
streets contribute to well-being. By creating quality and
functional places with lot of programs will help to create
a places for locals and visitor that they will appreciate
and thrive from. It is important to create these in the
matter of walkable distances which will allow for better
access to services, and local amenities.

By combining different functions of a building, the
usage among different times of people being present
are spread during the day and not only during the
peak hours. This means that people will use the area
not only going to and coming from work, but the space
will be used more frequently by visitors. Residents
will occupy the spaces in the afternoon, go to grocery
shopping, kids will play in the playgrounds and so on.
By allowing this kind of diversity, the security of peoplewatching and regular use of spaces will allow for better
neighborhood security. By activating streets and their
ground floor will contribute to better lighting and more
over all activity.

Figure 4.14: Superkilen (Archdaily, 2020)

Fogire 4.15: Strijp-S (Moonen, 2018)
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02 | URBAN STRUCTURE
4.4.2 Urban Structure
Urban diversity
Alternative spaces
Reuse of places
Human scale

Green & Urban Amenities

People use places for a variety of different reasons.
Urban diversity is also composed of a mixture aged and
new buildings, diversity in different type of residents,
mixed functions rather than segregated ones (Jacobs,
1993). As Jacobs (1993) believes ‘organized complexity’
is a key character to strengthen the local identity, vitality,
and creativity of urban areas. Urban diversity represents
the variety of architecture styles, height, and density.
This allows for the neighborhood to have its own local
identity (Montgomery, 1998). Mixture of housing,
reuse of places, places for a fine grain economy, mix of
primary uses, this complexity will allow the city and its
neighborhood to develop over time and accommodate
different types of activities, residents, and visitors which
support urban diversity and avoid monotonous places
undistinguished from one another.

02.01 | Allowing for urban diversity by focusing on
combination of old and new buildings

Urban Structure

A successful urban place operates at a several scales.
The simple ratio could be recognized as the higher
the building the wider the street to not only allow the
natural light in but also that the street doesn’t feel
overwhelming. However, it is important to point the in
modern era modern buildings are treated as a mere
isolated object and there is need in combining this
‘object’ with its surroundings and comprehend the
different scales among one place (Montgomery, 1998;
Gehl, 2010).

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[x] Superkilen

By reusing old buildings and giving them new and/
or alternative functions it increases the overall urban
diversity that represent the history together with
the modernization. This creates an opportunity for
unconventional place that allow for spontaneity and
cultural enhancement and overall diversity when it
comes to people, functions, prices, and times of use.

Figure 4.16: Belval, combination with old and new (Divisare)
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Figure 4.17: Strijp-S, combination with old and new (SDK)

02.02 | Creating a livable places that respect human
dimensions (open spaces)

[x] B e l v al
[x] Stri j p-S
[x] S up e rk il en

02.03 | Reusing spaces and buildings instead of
destroying them

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[x] Superkilen

Allowing a movement and enough space for people in
the right proposition of the size of the buildings. In postindustrial neighborhoods it can be observed that the
urban structures are on the larger scale. It is important
to respect the ratio of 1:1 to compensate the building
height and allow enough open space so people won’t
feel overwhelmed. These spaces can be utilized for
public realm which allow for divers purposes.

Reusing building instead of destroying them and
building new structures will enhance the local identity
and allow places to be also cheaper in rent. This will
contribute to local businesses, artists, and communities
to use these places. By creating ‘3rd places’ it will give
different dimension to the neighborhood and enhance
its uniqueness. With refurbished buildings, preservation
of history and identity takes place which is important
aspect of place identity.

Figure 4.18: Strijp-S (Let’s stay, 2020)

Figure 4.19: Belval, reused structure transformed into library (We are library people)

Figure 4.20: Superkilen, refurbished into library (Denish Design
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03 | GREEN AND URBAN AMENITIES
4.4.3 Green and Urban Amenities
Nature, park
Green and water areas
The public realm
Neighbourhood square

Flow & Vitality

Each reference project had a slightly different approach
towards the green areas and public realm. Some used
green spaces as a security measure and others used it
primarily as something that is necessary among a public
space. However, in all the reference projects the present
of green spaces and the connection to the wider green
network that it represented was very important.

03.01 | Creating green areas inside the neighborhood
that are connected

Urban Amenities

Public realm in some projects was represented as
the whole area which served as an opportunity for
entertainment. In some cases, the public realm was
represented in the reuse of the industrial buildings and
others the whole public area was used for recreation
and as a neighborhood square. Overall, it was clear
that in all reference projects the green areas and public
spaces were carefully designed with assigned location,
and which hold a particular function.
Montgomery (1998) defines green amenities into
aspects are represented in playgrounds, gardens,
parks, noise, and air filtering, providing recreational
opportunities, landscape views, places to meet, areas
for concerts and cultural events. These green spaces
should be well connected to the public realm which
provides better sense of place identity.
It is important to understand that public realm is a
network of spaces and corners that provide a scene for
local traditions, meetings spots and represents meaning
and identity. It helps to define the build environment and
that even though it should be taken as a key element in
city making, today’s developments are threatening the
public realm in form of maximal use of space in forms of
office and residential spaces and shopping malls (Gehl,
2010; Montgomery, 1998).

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[ ] Superkilen

By creating a connection between green areas and the
overall public realm in the neighborhood where people
can take advantage of going for a walk or bicycle ride
and explore further parts of the neighborhood. These
connecting elements can be tree alleys, walking paths,
bicycle roads that lead from one public realm to another.
Because of this connection certain unity is achieved
instead of separated clusters. This leads to stronger
sense of place identity.

Figure 4.21: Belval, green areas that are antithetical to this
neighborhood (Agora, 2020)
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03.02 | Creating a transition from the neighborhood
towards natural/green areas

03.03 | Creating a dedicated spaces for public realm

[x] B e l v al
[x] Stri j p-S
[ ] S up e rk il en

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[ ] Superkilen

It is important to create certain fluidity from the
neighborhood to the green areas outside of the city. The
neighborhood won’t feel isolated, and this will increase
recreation activities and better connectivity overall with
alternative transportation such as biking and walking.

By understanding a certain area and carefully designing
the public realm that correspond the local needs with
improve and enhance the place and cultural identity. By
creating these spaces, meetings points, stronger sense
of community is achieved.

Figure 4.22: Strijp-S, long tree alley leading out to its surroundings

Figure 4.23: Strijp-S with restaurant in a reused industrial building (In

(Wb de ruimte)

de buurt, 2019)
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04 | FLOW AND VITALITY
4.4.4 Flow and Vitality
Connections and access
Movement (Pedestrian flow)
Permeability
Mental map

Acitivities & Program
04.01 | Creating a car-free zones

It can be seen in all the reference projects that there is
a restricted access for cars. This is usually achieved by
created smaller and limiting roads with the dominance
of space mainly for recreation. Streets are more
comfortable for pedestrian flow and creating alternative
way of movement, such as bicycle accessibility. The cars
are divided by areas with vegetation that create a safety
measure towards the pedestrians and natural slow
down the traffic. It is important that the car infrastructure
is less dominant. Bicycle lines are becoming more
important and there is clear division between car road
and bicycle road for safety reasons and riders’ comfort.
In these scenarios, the ground floors of buildings along
the boulevards are activated and create an opportunity
for local fine grain economy and recreation.

Flow & Vitality

In post-industrial sites, quite often buildings are rather
large and might appear overwhelming for a pedestrian.
However, this can be softened by the focus on details
and breaking the buildings height by middle level of
trees where the eye is drawn to an acceptable height
of a tree and focuses on the program and materials in
person’s eye reach. Furthermore, human scale can be
achieved by the corresponding correlation between the
height of the industrial buildings and the open space
in between them which gives sense of openness and
enables person to adjust in the setting.

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[x] Superkilen

For embracing place identity, it cannot be stressed
enough the importance of car free zones. It encourages
play, communication, interaction, creativity and overall
improves the quality of the surroundings by allowing
places to be actually used by people in safe environment
without cars.

From all the reference projects offer a different
propose and spatial organization. However, what they
all have in common is that the vitality is enhanced and
strengthened by dominance of car-free areas, activated
street life, program and open spaces that can serve
alternative purposes. Permeability with good numerous
paths and connections are important aspects that allow
for the natural flow among large buildings and in the
overall space.
Car roads are still present; however, they are reduced into
small clusters of infrastructure that enables connectivity
with the allowance of public realm and prosperity. By
reducing the dominance of car usage, cultural and
place identity can be the drive for future developments
which will also enable to social interaction by creating
more space for activities and fine-grained economy.
Figure 4.24: Superkilen is a car-free zone with bycicle lines and open
spaces that allow for walking (ArchDaily, 2021)
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04.02 | Creating elements and paths for better
orientation in space (Mental map)

[x] B e l v al
[x] Stri j p-S
[x] S up e rk il en

04.03 | Improving connections and access to the wider
network and the neighborhood

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[ ] Superkilen

Firstly, it is important that areas are well connected with
orientation points in the space in form of landmarks,
squares, places with activities, and historical buildings
for example. This orientation in space is establish
visually. Secondly, physical connectors are as important.
This allows for people to comfortably walk or cycle, but
also have an overview and better orientation of the
space. Visual and physical connectors allow for certain
level of familiarity and ease which creates a sense of
attachment to the place. All of this strongly influences
the place identity.

Industrial areas find themselves quite often in an
isolation. However, it is important that they are well
connected to its surroundings and allow for the natural
flow from one area to another. By using connecting
elements such as tree alleys or landmarks can create a
visual connection. The improvement of path system for
walking and cycling will gain in the overall quality of the
area.

Figure 4.25: Mental map (Archdaily, 2021)

Figure 4.26: Strijp-S using alleys of trees as a leading and connection
element to its surroundings (Van Der Berk)
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05 | ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAM
4.4.5 Activities and program
Experiences and surprises
Leisure destination
Meeting points
Enabling social interaction
The key to successful urban places is expressed by a
combination of mixtures of uses and activities rather
than separation and division of functions as one can
see in the modern era (Jacobs, 1993). Easily reachable
by distance and diverse functions should be the
main core of the urban structures. By implementing
positive elements in form of art installations, fountains,
community gardens, green amenities, light, wildlife, and
other, a positive stimulus is enhanced and contributes
to the positive experience of people who will want to
stay and explore (Gehl, 2019). Lively city is characterized
by a complexity of activities, where unpredictability and
spontaneity enhance the lively district experience (Gehl,
2010).

Uniqueness
05.01 | Creating ‘wow’ effect among the area to
ameliorate the experience

itivities & Program

By understanding the local life and the people who live in
the area will enable to create the right approach towards
their needs. By hand picking and studying certain
way of attractors and program, some enhance social
interaction more than other. The daily commonness of
spaces enabling playing and eating seems to be the
best practice. Non-human commodities that enable
social interaction such as round seating elements which
provide face-to-face contact, combination of open
and enclosed spaces among the public realm, objects
that offer seating and play with affordances and their
proximity to other similar objects distributed among
the public space are perceived as the most effective
when it comes to social interaction. The coexistence
of difference, where the focus should lie on enabling
a contact zone where togetherness, negotiation and
sometimes conflict is part of the public space (Gehl,
2019; Montgomery, 1998; Daly, 2020).
By making the place a leisure destination the needed
liveliness will be achieved by specific programming that
take place in the area. Creating a green area will have
benefits regarding physical and mental health and by
increasing accessibility and connections to this leisure
destination, local cultural and identity can be explored
also by visitors and strangers. By understanding and
improving the current situation, the story of the place
becomes stronger and enhances the place identity
(Gehl, 2019).
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[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[x] Superkilen

By creating a ‘wow’ effect will create a place where
people want to discover and creates a meeting point
and also a cultural point among the neighborhoods. It’s
easy to find and becomes a symbol of the neighborhood
and have a strong impression on individual.

Figure 4.27: Belval is full of monuments, historical buildings, and
statement pieces which all create a strong impression (Divisare)

05.02 | Creating a place also for other neighborhoods
can profit from/enjoy (leisure destination)

[x] B e l v al
[x] Stri j p-S
[ ] S up e rk il en

By focusing on leisure areas, meeting points and
overall good and interesting experience in the place
will steer visitors to enjoy and profit from the area. By
creating meeting places, public realm, entertainment.
These elements will serve as a general attractor and will
activate the area and make it livelier.

05.03 | Creating combining program that serves various
and divers purposes

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[ ] Superkilen

By creating spaces that can serve multi-functional
purposes will allow for initiatives from the local
communities and others to use these areas and to
create new opportunities regarding the place identity.

Figure 4.30: Strijp-S open spaces that create opportunity for
multifunctionality (Visit Brabant, 2021)

Figure 4.28: Superkilen with lots of program and meeting points that
serves as a destination for locals and others (ArchDaily, 2021)
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06 | UNIQUENESS
4.4.6 Uniqueness
Symbols and memory
Architecture style
Landmark
Local characteris tics
In urban design, a place is also seen as how people
experience a place (physically and psychologically). The
cultural aspects of a place involve meanings related to
the environment because place attachment involves
culturally shared affective meanings and activities
associated with a place that derived from socio-political,
historical, and cultural sources (Scannell and Gifford,
20014).

06.01 | Recognize and enhance the symbols and memory
that are representation for the place (Understanding
local characteristics)

Uniqueness

Uniqueness has a symbolic value; it creates a meaning
related to a place and given by a group or an individual. It
recognizes and enhances the cultural and place identity
for a particular area. When talking about uniqueness,
therefore something that distinguishes one place from
another, the first focus lies on tangible values. However,
over time if it gains a symbolic, meaningful value, then
it can be considered as an intangible aspect, because
it becomes part of people’s memory, that people
associate themselves with (Entrikin, 1997; Datel &
Dingemans, 1984).
By obtaining spatial knowledge driven by environmental
cues where residents are creating mental maps of
paths and landmarks, recognizable patterns and given
values and ideas by individuals in relation to culture and
identity (Montgomery, 1998; Lynch, 1964).
Meaning of a place is a combination of what place is
like within objective means and how this place is being
perceived by an individual’s subjectiveness. A place has
different identities, images, and meanings to different
people. This includes cultural values, beliefs, and ideas.
Meaning of a place can be perceived as an extension
of the activity component to an emotional and personal
depth (Montgomery, 1998). It symbolizes a form of
attachment that represents a bond of an individual
their important and meaningful place which is related
to city, home, and neighborhood levels. It is not the
place itself that is significant rather it is the experience
in the place that creates meaning (Scannell and Gifford,
2014; Montgomery (1998) talks about the importance
of symbolic meanings assigned to public spaces or
buildings which help to create mental maps of the
city and neighborhood where the start is with a public
square or park. This concludes the cultural importance
in the life of a place.
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[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[ ] Superkilen

By recognizing symbols that are representative or
hold an importance to a certain area or to the people,
it is important to understand the local settings and to
enhance these places in to strengthen the local place
identity.

Figure 4.30: Superkilen, strong color impression as a symbol of this
neighborhood (ArchDaily, 2021)

06.02 | Integrate intangible cultural identity in to the
program and activities of the neighborhood

[x] B e l v al
[x] Stri j p-S
[x] S up e rk il en

06.03 | Creating view towards landmarks for them to
stand out

[x] B elval
[x] St rijp-S
[x] Superkilen

Seeking for the intangible values that are part of the
cultural identity such as art, names, street names,
galleries, outdoor exhibition, local communities, music,
concerts, festivals, activities, people’s involvement, and
others and find places for these activities within the
neighborhood. This design guideline allows for the
integration of tangible aspects with the intangible ones.

By creating views and access towards landmarks and
important areas, this will help to create a mental map
for better orientation in the neighborhood and for the
overall recognition of the valuable tangible aspects in
the area. This will help the visitors to create an image of
the identity of the place.

Figure 4.31: Superkilen, proposed activities in action - creating a
stronger local community (ArchDaily, 2021)

Figure 4.32: Belval, entrance to the neighborhood with direct visual
towards local landmark (Victor Macha)
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Figure 5.1: Church of Hollerich, postal card before 1905 (Maison de Vente)
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05

CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
This chapter offers a deeper understanding of the case
study Hollerich. Six categories that were established
in previous chapters will serve as the focus for these
analyses to have a coherent story line with the research
part of this thesis.
Furthermore, the analyses are performed on current
situation and on the proposed master plan. This offers
better comprehension of the differences between
the two and what changes were proposed by the city
planners for the new situation.
Finally, by exploring the differences and new elements
through the lenses of the conducted research, final
sites for the adaptive master plan are concluded in this
chapter. These sites will further serve as a base of the
adaptive master plan design which is the second part
of this thesis.
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5.1 Introduction

5.2 Historical maps

Places come to represent memory, values, culture,
identity, meaning and association for individuals,
groups, and societies in forms of events, landmarks,
buildings, statues, place names, or simply a space. All
these forms are of cultural importance of the city life
and are characterized as space system which differs of
sizes, proportions, levels, importance, and meanings
(Montgomery, 1998).

These historical maps demonstrate the influences over
certain eras of economic influence. Certain shapes
of streets also indicate the current needs such as the
introduction of rail ways or the exits from highway.

Cities and their architectural style always shaped the
city’s identity and creates meaning and city’s image. It is
a strong element of culture and supporting the element
of time. Meaning, that modern architecture should
not be excluded. However, cities should not permit
monoculture and its transition towards non-places
either (Augé, 1996; Montgomery, 1998).
One way to look at these elements is a way public space
is experienced and how a person is guided through
it. These elements serve as a visual stimulation which
evoke strong sense community, expression, history,
and orientation. They are crucial element to cultural
and place identity where public art, sculptures, open
space, park, street cafes, street markets, street furniture
represent the essence of the local community.

The construction of rail ways was a game changer which
contributed to the place like Hollerich to differ from
other neighborhoods and to become the industrial area
out of the convenience of import/export. From then on,
this place was identified as an industrial neighborhood
where the spatial elements of urbanism differ strongly
from other, more residential neighborhoods that are
also closely connected to the city center of Luxembourg.
However, some elements like the river Petrusse, some
roads and residential areas are still present to this day,
and they contribute the local place identity of Hollerich
throughout long period of time.
It can be observed that from natural and slow expansion
of the city center, there was an intuitive continuation of
patterns of streets, roads, and public squares. However,
with the rapid growth and by placing industries on the
edge of the city, the planning wasn’t considering much
of the ‘natural continuation’ rather that wanting to satisfy
the needs that were occurring at that exact moment,
for example comparing the maps from 1939 and 1979
where for Hollerich the sudden division of the north and
the south parts of the neighborhood were separated by
the construction of a large speed road.
One can argue and question the methods of that
time’s city planners, however now, it is part of the
neighborhood. It is part of the tangible and intangible
values that this place can offer and the reason why this
place became ‘post-industrial’, degraded, alternative
place, old, coming-up neighborhood.
Through these historical maps the evolution of the area
can be seen and how each era shaped certain parts of
this neighborhood.
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map.geoportail.lu

Le géoportail national du Grand-Duché du Luxembourg

map.geoportail.lu

Le géoportail national du Grand-Duché du Luxembourg

Figure 5.2: Hollerich 1778 (Geoportail.lu)

tail.lu est un portail d'accès aux informations géolocalisées, données et services qui sont mis à disposition par les
ns publiques luxembourgeoises. Responsabilité: Malgré la grande attention qu’elles portent à la justesse des
diffusées sur ce site, les autorités ne peuvent endosser aucune responsabilité quant à la fidélité, à l’exactitude, à
la fiabilité et à l’intégralité de ces informations. Information dépourvue de foi publique.
ur: Administration du Cadastre et de la Topographie. http://g-o.lu/copyright
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Figure 5.3: Hollerich 1939, (Geoportail.lu)

Figure 5.5: Hollerich 1907 (Geoportail.lu)

Echelle approximative 1:25000

http://g-o.lu/3/cBO4

Figure 5.6: Hollerich 1979 (Geoportail.lu)

www.geoportail.lu est un portail d'accès aux informations géolocalisées, données et services qui sont mis à disposition par les administrations publiques luxembourgeoises.
Responsabilité: Malgré la grande attention qu’elles portent à la justesse des informations diffusées sur ce site, les autorités ne peuvent endosser aucune responsabilité quant à la
fidélité, à l’exactitude, à l’actualité, à la fiabilité et à l’intégralité de ces informations. Information dépourvue de foi publique.
Droits d'auteur: Administration du Cadastre et de la Topographie. http://g-o.lu/copyright
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Figure 5.4: Hollerich 2000 (Geoportail.lu)

Echelle approximative 1:20000

http://g-o.lu/3/IZsO

Figure 5.7: Hollerich 2020 (Geoportail.lu)
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5.3. Analysis regarding the categories of place identity
5.3.1.1 Local life analysis - Current situation

As can be seen on the map, there are not many places for people to thrive. However, there are some rather hidden areas in the residential part in the east side,
where old industrial houses or vacant resident buildings
are reused, and alternative places are created. Because
the area is rather neglected, many people had the opportunity to start something new due to the cheap rent
and space availability. Vegan restaurant was created in
old slaughterhouse, Syrian restaurant was open here,
temporary co-working spaces were built up, a shop
with Italian merchandise was open, temporary galleries
and exhibitions, clothes shop also took place, and other
events that are scheduled throughout the year. Overall,
due to this place’s degradation, many opportunities and
possibilities were created for others.
Local communities are manly seen in the form of community gardens, however, there are some activities in
the old slaughterhouse which accommodates skate
park and other and sport service facility.

Figure 5.8: Vegan restaurant in old slaughter house (photo by author)

Street life can be found only in the residential area in
form of activated ground floor with shops and restaurants, and bars.
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Figure 5.9: Area where used to be entertainment before it burned
down (photo by author)

5.3.1.2 Local life analysis - Proposed master plan

This part of analysis was carried out in rather superficial
way. This project is not being realized yet and therefore,
one must predict where and what functions might occur.
When it comes to local communities, some places were
preserved like some of community gardens and the
sports arena in the old slaughterhouse. However, because most of the neighborhood will be renewed, it will
take time to form new communities in the neighborhood especially depending on the target groups of the
future tenants.
Furthermore, some car-free zone take place around
the residential areas which will be beneficial for locals.
Street activation in form of bars, shops, galleries and
similar might be rather suppressed - this is seen in other new development projects in the city such as Kirchberg and resent project Cloche d’Or where there are
not many things happening in the neighbourhood and
in the evenings and weekends they are rather empty.

Figure 5.10: Gardening community (Pfaffenthal.info, 2015)

Figure 5.11: Skatepark in old slaugter house (Photo by Valentin Dufour)
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5.3.2.1 Urban structures analysis - Current situation

For the moment, there are only two places that are reused industrial buildings are these are: slaughterhouse
serving as a sport service, and ancient metal building
that is renovated and serves as an architectural studio
and conference room.
Furthermore, there are only residential buildings on the
eastern side of the area that is close to the city center.
The rest are private company complexes and public service buildings where most of them are still in use.

Figure 5.13: Residential housing (photo by author)

Figure 5.12: Office building (photo by author)
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Figure 5.14: Worker’s house (photo by author)

5.3.2.2 Urban structures analysis - Proposed master plan

There isn’t enough information about the housing and
their function of the western area just yet. Therefore, it
is assumed from previous experience and documents
related to new developments in Luxembourg that
rather bigger building blocks serve internally as office
spaces and building that form a square with a semi-private courtyard are the ones representing residential
buildings. However, the eastern part of the area is with
mixed-use buildings where there is a combination of
both: residential and office functions.
Rather little number of buildings from the current situation is preserved. That goes mainly for the residential
area in the middle of the zone which are privately owed.
The rest, however, would be demolished and replaced
with new building blocks.

Figure 5.15: Proposition of new development in Hollerich (Nei Hollerich)

The ‘human scale’ is rather respected within the new development. There is enough open space between the
buildings.
As this area was famous for refurbishing place and giving them new and different function, this is not the case
any long. There are some places that are keep but the
overall, old buildings were demolished with proposition of new and more dense structures.

Figure 5.16: Worker’s house (photo by author)
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5.3.3.1 Green & urban amenities analysis - Current situation

When it comes to public realm, parks or nature, the
industrial part of Hollerich is rather non-existent. The
area is filled with green voids that are inaccessible. River
Petrusse that runs through the whole city is currently a
very neglected spaces that are on some parts running
underground through pipe system or lies in a concrete
basin.

neighborhood park and some green areas connecting
to it in the whole neighborhood. However, there aren’t
many places for the local people or visitors to thrive.

A community gardens present on three locations in
the south part of the neighborhood which have strong
value to the social layer of the area.
On this map, it can be seen that there is not much
happening when is come to the public spaces.
Occasionally, there can be found very few public
squares, a green area that might be considered as a

Figure 5.17: Neglected green areas (photo by
author)
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Figure 5.18: Parking spaces (photo by author)

Figure 5.19: Petrusse river (photo by
author)

5.3.3.2 Green & urban amenities analysis -Proposed master plan

Creation of a small urban park around the river Pertusse is taking place. However, it can be seen from the
map that it is not really a big park that would serve as
a continuation of the national heritage Petrusse valley,
it is rather a small natural area with not much access to
the green. There is a lot of effort, however, to make this
neighborhood green with small parks entering to the
areas with buildings, some semi-private courtyards, and
over all trees and tree alleys the neighborhood to enhance green values. A community gardens in the west
part of the are preserved with has a strong value to the
social layer of the area. Some other public parks were
added which serves as a great leisure opportunity for
locals.

the current situation with naturalizing today’s concrete
bangs of the river site together with enhancing the slit
of the river leading to the south part of the neighborhood which unit this day is led through underground
pipe system. Tree alleys help to create shade and cool
down the streets in hot summer days and help to enhance the biodiversity leading from one natural area to
the next.

Overall green structures have much improved from

Figure 5.20: Example of a river-park area with no access in new development in Luxembourg city (photo by author)
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5.3.4.1 Flow and vitality analysis - Current situation

The industrial part of the neighborhood is rather isolated due to the speedway in north part of the area and
train rail in the south. There is also a big complex of
school area that is inaccessible and contributes to the
strict division. In general, there are not many public
roads because most of the areas are private and have a
limited access. Paths only for pedestrian are not present
and neither are car-free zones. There are some parts in
this area that are connecting to the other parts of the
city, however, this is mainly for cars.

up large about on the area and lastly a service building
that tall about 20m.
This place is lacking the overall flow and vitality. With
limited access inside of the area and also with its limited connection, it seems as an isolated island that serves
as a friendly car infrastructure and its function is for the
moment being the interactive entrance to the city.

There are a few visual points in the area that help to
orient in the space such as a big parking building right
at the entrance to the neighborhood on its west side.
Others like gas plant and old slaughterhouse and quite
dominant in the area that follow by cemetery that takes

Figure 5.21: Green voids as dividing element (Photo by author)
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Figure 5.22: Train rail as division (photo by author)

5.3.4.2 Flow and vitality analysis - Proposed master plan

In the proposed master plan, there is a big new road
that led from the highway through the new parts of the
development. Some pedestrian paths are created; however, this neighborhood is still dominated by car infrastructure.

Overall, new car roads were added to access better new
residential areas and offices spaces. And some ‘only-pedestrian’ areas took places which improves the safety
and walking mobility of the south part of the neighborhood.

Quite a few new access roads are proposed in this master plan. This is quite a positive which breaks down the
current isolation of this area that is composed of the
train rails. However, the speedway that has been the
main division between the two parts of neighborhood is
kept. Due to the geographical position of this neighborhood which serves as the entrance to the city, the big
road remains as big and as dominant as before which is
one of the main barriers when it comes to permeability and the connection and circulation. Lastly, the school
district seen as a dominant privatized barriers is this urban tissue.

Figure 5.23: Speed road, entrance to Hollerich (Wikipedia)
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5.3.5.1 Activities and program analysis - Current situation

From the observation, there are no leisure destinations
in this part of the neighborhood. There is a lot of
restricted access in the over places are, therefore, the
surprises might be mostly that when one follows a road,
they end up in front of a closed gate leading to a private
property.
Some social interaction is happening in the main
community garden and in the east part where
some alternative places are bringing new life to the
neighborhood.
There are only few point where people can comfortable
meet which is only close to the residential area. There
rest of the industrial neighborhood prioritizes cars are
is not very safe for walking.

Figure 5.24: Community gardens (photo by author)
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Figure 5.25: Italian restaurant in refurbished building (photo by
author)

Figure 5.26: Limited access in the neighborhood (photo by author)

5.3.5.2 Activities and program analysis - Proposed master plan

There are few places that serve as a leisure destination
and enabling social interaction through overall meeting
points scattered throughout the area.
Interesting areas that come from the industrial era
and was used by locals give a certain charm to the
neighborhood. New development allows for the
improvement of leisure time and this way creates small
parks within the neighborhood.
River Petrusse is taking its place within the neighborhood
and serves as a natural continuation of the nature area
that are represented in the whole capital city.

Figure 5.27: Industrial building covered with graffiti (photo by author)

Figure 5.28: Example of a river-park area with no access in new development in Luxembourg city (photo by author)
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5.3.6.1 Uniqueness analysis - Current situation

a Lots of local uniqueness comes from the industrial era.
This is represented in many ways; old slaughterhouse
serving as a graffiti canvas and skate park, refurbished
metal buildings being converted into an architecture
studio, or gas plant that peaks out from shrubs and tree
clusters.

Hollerich church is also a great symbol for not only
the neighborhood but also for Luxembourg due to its
population majority adhere to forms of Christianity.

Residential housing in the east part of the neighborhood
represents distinguished Luxembourgish architectural
style and are therefore part of the local characteristics.
Community gardens in the area are also part of the
characteristics of Hollerich. And large parking building
creates a strong impression and holds an important
function on the mobility meaning that people coming
by car from far can leave their car here - the entrance to
the Luxembourg city and take a public transportation.

Figure 5.29: Gas plant (Wikipedia)
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Figure 5.30: Residential buildings (photo by author)

5.3.6.2 Uniqueness analysis - Proposed master plan

One of the local characteristics is the new development
that takes place in the south part of the neighborhood.
It has very typical Luxembourgish characteristics when it
comes to new development.
Places, mostly buildings, are preserved if they are considered part of cultural national heritage. Such as: skate
park - slaughter house, local housing buildings, community gardens, and old post-industrial buildings.

Most of the local characteristics were recognized and
preserved when compared to the current situation.
However, the new development doesn’t follow neither
the historical roads formation nor the pattern of the current situation.

This area has a specific architecture style of the industrial buildings and some old workers’ houses that can
be easily recognized due to their unique appearances.
Overall, residential housing has its contribution to Luxembourgian architecture style that can be found in other places within Luxembourg.

Figure 5.31: Industrial building covered with graffiti (photo by author)

Figure 5.32: Worker’s house (photo by author)
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5.4 Conclusion analysis
Chosen important sites
Other important sites

From all the analysis, some areas in the proposed
master plan have the current areas are untouched by
the new development, such as the slaughterhouse,
community gardens, and square close to the church.
However, there isn’t neither a vision how to tackle these
sites nor the actual recognition from the government
on the importance of these sites. The issues that are
currently there have not been handled by the proposed
master plan. Therefore, there is a need for smaller scale
designs to propose solutions regarding the proposed
master plan.

Furthermore, there are more detailed analysis conducted
to have a deeper understanding of each individual site.

The focus is on the places being culturally significant
or that hold a potential to be so. However, with the
further exploration of the proposed master plan, there
is not much else done about it rather than keeping it
the way it is - neglected and degrading. This creates a
great opportunity for the design part of the thesis to
tackle these areas with the lenses of the place identity
enhancement within the new development.

Some of the other sites are kept in the proposed master
plan however, there is not much improvement done.
Other site are strongly linked to its history and the
enhancement of place identity.
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On the map there are shown couple of sites that play an
important role in the place identity. However, only few
were chosen for the design part. The reason is the other
parts have been already tackled in the proposed master
plan - preservation of community garden, creating a
public park and public realm with a preservation of a
museum and the second is improvement of the Petrusse
river and creating a green corridor in its surroundings.

5.5 Analysis of small scale sites

Detailed analyses were conducted for better understanding of the spatial composition the sites on a smaller scale level.
These four areas were chosen based on the proposed
future development plan from the government. It can
be examined that these areas play a big role in the identity of the place and are representation of the cultural
identity as well. In each of the selected site there is a
monument that creates the local atmosphere and that
creates distinguishment of this neighborhood from other ones.

For each of these sites, more detailed analyses follow
in the next section and provides an explanation of characteristics and monuments present in the site. Further,
a selective inventory was made to categorize positive,
and negative aspects of the site as so as the sites potential. These aspects are expressed in the as follows:
Positive
Potential
Negative

Furthermore, these small-scale analyses are upon four
sites that represent the cultural and place identity of the
industrial neighborhood of Hollerich.
01. Gas Fabrik
02. Skate Park
03. Church square
04. LUCA square

02

01

03

04

Figure 5.33: Master plan of Hollerich with new development (Nei Hollerich)
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5.5.1 Gas Fabrik park
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Figure 5.34: Industry in 1935 (Industrie.lu)
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There are some office buildings in the area that have
to potential to be reused by local communities for
example. Industrial buildings that is no longer there
holds a strong memory and symbolism in relation to
the place identity. However, all the parking space is
surrounded by neglected green area and have overall
bad impression. Local community gardens are strong
part of this neighborhood and therefore is considered
as a positive aspect.

g

Gas factories were scattered all over the area. Even
though most of them were taken away decades ago,
the last destruction and cleanup of the area was in
the year 2017. There are some service-related offices.
And community gardens can be found there as well.
In the new development master plan, instead of the
gas factory building there is proposed a park-like area
surrounded by residential and office buildings which
will also replace a lot of current car parking sites in the
area.

Figure 5.35: Poster related to industry in Hollerich (Industrie.lu)

5.5.2 Park l’Abattoir

This former slaughterhouse which is now known for its
graffiti-art expression that can be found on every facade
of the former industrial buildings. Today, it’s function is
manly dedicated as a sport center with indoor public
skate park and some storage facilities.

separates the residential part of neighborhood from the
industrial one. There is almost no permeability for walking, and the buildings which is filled with graffiti and
considered as a symbol for Hollerich is rather invisible.
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The whole area is however divided by high wall from
the rest of the industrial neighborhood and in the lower
area is a bus parking enclosed by a large road which

Figure 5.36: Former slaughter house (Photo by author)

Figure 5.37: Historical map around the year 1954 (Industrie.lu)
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5.5.3 Church square
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One of the main symbols of this area is the Hollerich
church and some old historical houses that date back
to year 1906.
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Fogure 5.38: Place d’Eglise, 1939 (Etringer, 1989)
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The square has a lot of potential due to its historical
value and spatial position within the neighborhood.
There are already some gastronomic places that serve
as a meeting and relaxing point. However, for the
moment the whole square serves as a car parking and
as a place for recycling right in the main visual scope of
the square.

FIgure 5.39: Historical map, year 1907 (Commons Wikipedia , 2016)

5.5.4 L’Acier Square

Figure 5.40: Metallic industry, year 1898 (Industrie.lu, 2021)
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and settling there. For the moment, the area is neither
aesthetically pleasing nor inviting. Streets are favoring
cars over walking, cycling, play, or any meeting points.
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This picture shows the current situation of one of the
residential areas in the industrial part of Hollerich. The
old metal industry building is a representation of industrial era for the neighborhood that now also hosts some
cultural events. Workers’ houses right across the streets
are representation of the emigration of foreign workers
entering Luxembourg during the industrial revolution

Figure 5.41: Historical map from 1964 (Geoportail.lu, 2021)
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06
DESIGN

0 1 . Pe t r u s s e Pa r k
02. Gas Fabrik Park
03. Park l’Abattoir
0 4 . L’A c i e r s q u a re
05. Church square
Design question
How can Hollerich be revitalized by applying these design guidelines in
order to allow new development and to preserve its own place identity?
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6.1 Petrusse Park
This park is a natural continuation of what is already
recognized as cultural heritage in form of the Petrusse green
valley that runs through the whole city of Luxembourg. This
extension of a current park Petrusse that serves as one of main
green areas combined with historical and cultural values. This
prolongation of the green valley area toward the nature area
outside of the city creates a pathway that allows for recreation,
sport, activities, and leisure as well as admiration of the historic
continuation and value of this site.
+ 06.01 | Recognize and enhance the symbols and memory that are representation for
the place (Understanding local characteristics)
+ 06.02 | Integrate intangible cultural identity in to the program and activities of the
neighborhood

It was very important to preserve this cultural heritage that
this green area hold for the city and therefore instead of
creating a small green area with a stream that goes through
the new development the design enhances the importance
of this green heritage and creates a park-like continuation of
this green belt. By recognizing its values and giving this park
enough space to serve as a connecting element and leisure
destination for the surrounding neighborhoods as well as
for the locals from Hollerich. The park has an important role
in connection which links the rest of the green area and the
valley and all of a sudden, this city becomes whole with links
towards the outside of the city that can be reached by walk
and bicycle.

among the neighborhoods. A lot of car free zones were given
a priority on the design as well as new infrastructures was
created for cyclists and pedestrians.
A big parking garage was deliberate left in the overall park.
Because this neighborhood finds itself on the outskirts of the
city, this already existing car parking was a great opportunity
to encourage people to leave their car and explore the
neighborhood and the whole city by alternative transportation.
+ 01.02 | Creating ‘city for people’ by activating street life (walkable distances, prioritizing
walking and cycling)
+ 02.01 | Allowing for urban diversity by focusing on combination of old and new buildings
+ 02.02 | Creating a livable places that respect human dimensions (open spaces)
+ 04.01 | Creating a car-free zones / Dominance of car-free areas
+ 04.02 | Creating elements and paths for better orientation in space (Mental map)
+ 04.03 | Connection and access to the wider network/beyond the neighbourhood
+ 05.02 | Creating a place also for other neighbourhoods can enjoy
+ 05.03 | Creating combining program that serves various and divers purposes

+ 03.01 | Creating green areas inside the neighborhood that are connected
+ 03.02 | Creating a transition from the neighborhood towards natural/ green areas
+ 03.03 | Creating a dedicated spaces for public realm

Some roads were preserved that hold connection to the past.
Instead of creating one big highway that was diving the whole
neighborhood, some roads however, were rather distributed
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SCHOOL CAMPUS

COMMUNITY GARDENS

PARKING

NEW DEVELOPEMNT

NEW D
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REUSED OLD BUILDING

ROUND-SEATING ELEMENT

ROUND-SHAPED GREEN SPACE

WATCHTOWER

COMMUNITY GARDENS
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CAR-FREE ZONE

6.2 Gas Fabrik Park
Hollerich has held gas plants since the eighteen hundred
scattered around the neighborhood with the last one
disappearing in the year 2017 exactly from this area.
The design creates a representation of the construction that
was part of this industrial neighborhood in a form of watch
tower with kiosk. The used material is like the metallic parts
from the ancient gas plant which enhances the memory of the
industrialization of the place. The circular elements that can be
found in the park are representation of the other gas plants
that were present in the area.
+ 06.01 | Recognize and enhance the symbols and memory
+ 06.02 | Integrate intangible cultural identity in to the activities
+ 06.03 | Creating view towards landmarks for them to stand out
+ 03.01 | Creating green areas inside the neighborhood that are connected
+ 03.03 | Creating a dedicated spaces for public realm

To ensure security, the building will be with light throughout
the night and the kiosk will close in the evening and open
again in the mornings the public access. Two buildings were
preserved in the area to serve as a flexible space for local
communities, artists, and local businesses. This neighborhood
holds a strong sense of community where one of the aspects
was observed via community gardening. Despite the new
development taking over the area, this aspect was integrated
in the design of this part of the place and this community

gardens can be recognized as intangible heritage.
+ 01.01 | Creating flexible spaces for different functions for forming of local communities
and local businesses
+ 01.03 | Security (referring to flow and vitality, by activating streets, natural people
watching will enhance the overall security of the place)
+ 02.01 | Allowing for urban diversity by focusing on combination of old and new buildings
+ 02.02 | Creating a livable places that respect human dimensions
+ 02.03 | Reusing spaces and buildings

The whole area is car free and dominating with walkable
and leisure areas. The watchtower among office spaces and
residential areas serves also for better orientation in space.
+ 04.01 | Creating a car-free zones / Dominance of car-free areas
+ 04.02 | Creating elements and paths for better orientation in space
+ 04.03 | Connection and access to the wider network
+ 05.02 | Creating a place also for other neighborhoods - leisure destination
s

Representation of the
cultural values of the
neighborhood

Construction of
watchtower with
similar materials

Destruction of gas plant
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Watch tower with kiosk
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Refurbished old
building with local
characteristics
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FORMER SLAUGHTER HOUSE

SKATE PARK

DESIGN UPDATE
PETRUSSE RIVER
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6.3 Park l’Abattoir
The old slaughterhouse is a big part of the local place
identity of Hollerich where its preservation is recognized
as a historical monument of the industrial era and also
serves as a canvas for local graffiti artists.
The old slaughterhouse is higher in the terrain than
the rest of the park and can be visible from far due the
terrain height difference and its colorful appearance.
The objective is to make it more visible and to create a
better access to the area and connect it directly to the
park.
+ 05.01 | Creating ‘wow’ effect among the area to ameliorate the experience
+ 05.02 | Creating a place also for other neighborhoods can enjoy
+ 05.03 | Creating combining program that serves various and divers purposes

The sloping terrain helps to enhance the cultural
place on the top of the hill and helps to open up the
area and create its better visibility among the whole
neighborhood. This place hold skate park and spaces
for activities like markets, local artists installation,
restaurant and flexible spaces that will allow for different
type of usage.

The design focuses on improving the access towards
the cultural place due the terrain height difference
and creating green structures with the focus on walk
ability, cycling. Therefore, the main access towards
the premises of this area is car-free and serves as a
connection between the residential part of Hollerich
and the industrial part.
+ 04.01 | Creating a car-free zones / Dominance of car-free areas
+ 04.02 | Creating elements and paths for better orientation in space (Mental map)
+ 04.03 | Connection and access to the wider network/beyond the neighbourhood

Furthermore, the important aspect is the connection of
the old industrial building and its relation to the Park
Petrusse. This means that the place is connected to
wider green network and offer the public realm with
cultural features that help to enhance the place identity.
+ 03.01 | Creating green areas inside the neighborhood that are connected
+ 03.02 | Creating a transition from the neighborhood towards natural/ green areas
+ 03.03 | Creating a dedicated spaces for public realm
+ 06.01 | Recognize and enhance the symbols and memory Understanding local characteristics
+ 06.02 | Integrate intangible cultural identity in to the program and activities of the neighborhood
+ 06.03 | Creating view towards landmarks for them to stand out

+ 01.01 | Creating flexible spaces for different functions for forming of local communities
and local businesses
+ 01.02 | Creating ‘city for people’ walkable distances, prioritizing walking and cycling
+ 01.03 | Security (referring to flow and vitality, by activating streets, natural people watching
+ 02.03 | Reusing spaces and buildings, finding new function for old buildings and spaces
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Art installation with
graffiti
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Diagonal parking of 45 degree
angle placed only on one side of
the road to allow view toward historical houses and to allow more
space for walking
One way road allowing more
space for pedestrian and bicycle
circulation

Trees strategically places only
on one side of the road to allow
the view towards the historical
monument

Less trees strategically places to allow the view towards the historical
monument
Larger side walk allowing for experiencing historical monument and
better pedestrian circulation

Ancient
Metal factory

ANGLED PARKING FOR
RESIDENTS

OPEN SPACE
FOR ACTIVITIES
LARGE WALL
WITH GRAFFITI

BICYCLE PARKING
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TREE WITH W
ERS AND
ELEM

ENLARGED
PEDESTRIAN PATH

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

6.4 L’Acier Square
Overall, this area serves as a public realm with flexible open
Open spaces among the square create possible areas for
space to the residents and local communities. Better and more
farmers markets, food trucks, local markets and other activities
safe connections for pedestrians and cyclists allow
for
easier
play or simple walk
through theVERSION
neighborhood.
PRODUCEDlike
BYchildren
AN AUTODESK
STUDENT
access to the square to profit from the local atmosphere and to
The road structures were adapted to serve better to
admire the local cultural values such as industrial architecture
pedestrians and cyclists. Therefore, one road was restricted to
that represents the place identity for the area. These buildings
one-way only and both roads have now a larger space for the
were already renovated with different and alternative functions
sidewalk and cycling paths going both directions.
to their prior use, and this remains unchanged.
+ 04.01 | Creating a car-free zones / Dominance of car-free areas
+ 04.02 | Creating elements and paths for better orientation in space (Mental map)
+ 04.03 | Connection and access to the wider network/beyond the neighbourhood

+ 01.01 | Creating flexible spaces for different functions for forming of local communities
and local businesses
+ 01.02 | Creating ‘city for people’ walkable distances, prioritizing walking and cycling
+ 01.03 | Security (referring to flow and vitality, by activating streets, natural people watching

+ 05.01 | Creating ‘wow’ effect among the area to ameliorate the experience
+ 05.02 | Creating a place also for other neighbourhoods can enjoy
+ 05.03 | Creating combining program that serves various and divers purposes

+ 02.01 | Allowing for urban diversity by focusing on combination of old and new
+ 02.02 | Creating a livable places that respect human dimensions (open spaces)
+ 02.03 | Reusing spaces and buildings, finding new function for old buildings and spaces

This design creates a public square for the residents and
visitors of the area. The main idea of the design is to allow
views toward the historical buildings, therefore rather smaller
number of trees are placed for the area where workers’ houses
and old metal factory is placed to allow the visual permeability.
The trees are of a higher stem to allow coverage and to create
of visual allowance in the space. Use of sandstone material
as a ground cover for the square was chosen as a symbolism
of local minerals that can be found in Luxembourg and are
typical for the country. To allow the greenness and park-like
feeling in the area, trees are embedded in carefully defined
areas with flora. Even though, the edges seem to be sharply
defined, the inner green part with the wildflower vegetation
will allow some spontaneity into the design.
+ 03.01 | Creating green areas inside the neighborhood that are connected
+ 03.03 | Creating a dedicated spaces for public real
+ 06.01 | Recognize and enhance the symbols and memory Understanding local characteristics
+ 06.02 | Integrate intangible cultural identity in to the program and activities of the neighborhood
+ 06.03 | Creating view towards landmarks for them to stand out
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Car-free zo
Trees with high stems
to allow view towards
historical buildings
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one-way street to allow
more space for walking
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one

Open space allowing
for different types of
activities
Wider sidewalks without
trees to allow better view
towards historical houses
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6.5 Church Square
One of the biggest interventions is the deviation of road
that used to go right in between the church and houses.
By eliminating this division, one coherent public square is
created which helps to create the importance and allowance
for admiration of local monument such as the church and
ancient houses in the area. This intervention also allows for
social interaction and flexible use of space. Due to the open
space, markets, food trucks, performances and others have
now access to this area where residents and visitors can benefit
from. By reducing the car access and enhancing walkability
and bicycle access, this area is a safer space for its users.

AREA

+ 04.01 | Creating a car-free zones / Dominance of car-free areas
+ 04.02 | Creating elements and paths for better orientation in space (Mental map)
+ 04.03 | Connection and access to the wider network/beyond the neighbourhood
+ 05.01 | Creating ‘wow’ effect among the area to ameliorate the experience
+ 05.02 | Creating a place also for other neighbourhoods can enjoy
+ 05.03 | Creating combining program that serves various and divers purposes

By recognizing and enhancing the tangible valuable aspects
of the neighborhood such as the church, historical buildings,
other elements such proper name of the square, local artists
involvement, and spaces for community create the intangible
values can thrive and the local identity is therefore support by
tangible as well as intangible aspects.

NEW ROAD DEVIATION

+ 06.01 | Recognize and enhance the symbols and memory Understanding local characteristics
+ 06.02 | Integrate intangible cultural identity in to the program and activities of the neighborhood
+ 06.03 | Creating view towards landmarks for them to stand out

By activating the ground floors of the buildings recreation
and entertainment is created in form of cafes, shops, and
galleries for example. Residents of the neighborhood have
now their own neighborhood square filled with activities and
opportunities to unwind, meet, and entertain themselves. This
also creates a better sense of community where locals can use
these spaces for their local businesses, creativeness, or simple
form local gatherings.
+ 01.01 | Creating flexible spaces for different functions for forming of local communities
and local businesses
+ 01.02 | Creating ‘city for people’ walkable distances, prioritizing walking and cycling
+ 01.03 | Security (referring to flow and vitality, by activating streets, natural people watching
+ 02.01 | Allowing for urban diversity by focusing on combination of old and new
+ 02.02 | Creating a livable places that respect human dimensions (open spaces)
+ 02.03 | Reusing spaces and buildings, finding new function for old buildings and spaces

The whole square is filled with trees as guiding and connecting
elements towards the green part of the whole neighborhood.
By connecting to the green area and by adding elements of
graffiti done by local artists, this square suddenly becomes
a part of something bigger in the form unity of the whole
neighborhood.
+ 03.01 | Creating green areas inside the neighborhood that are connected
+ 03.02 | Creating a transition from the neighborhood towards natural/ green areas
+ 03.03 | Creating a dedicated spaces for public realm

Green voids were present in this area which became a great
opportunity for new housing developments. As this area already
holds developed infrastructure, connections and housing, it is a
great place to add buildings which would have otherwise suppress
the potential of the neighborhood and its identity if they would have
been placed close to the river park area.
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CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis started with the realization of disappearance
of local identity in Luxembourg city and being overtaken
by homogeneous spaces forced in by new city
developments. This led to the main research questions:
How can post-industrial neighborhood be revitalized in
order to enhance its identity while accommodating new
development opportunities, that is answered through
two sub-research questions and a design question.
The goal of this thesis was to contribute to knowledge
of place identity within the new city developments
while accommodating the local place identity. This was
performed by generating knowledge of place identity
and transforming it into design guidelines with their
application to a specific case study.
Currently, place identity theory talks about its
complexity and subjectivity to time, place and an
individual. However, the experience of a place and the
enhancement of place and cultural identity should be
more focus within research related to practice. This
brings us to the first research sub-question:
1. What place identity is important to the postindustrial neighborhood of Hollerich?
Through literature study related to place identity,
it was important to understand its relation to postindustrial neighborhood and what it means. Therefore,
the objective was the recognition of tangible and
intangible values of the place which creates a stronger
sense of attachment and place identity (Scannell and
Gifford, 2014). This information is supreme in the sense
that when stronger sense of attachment is achieved,
person or a group create meanings, and have a
personal involvement to a place (Datel & Dingemans,
1984; Relph 1976). Therefore, to answer this question
the focus was on the tangible and intangible values in
the industrial part of Hollerich. This thesis talks about
the place identity evolving over time, and this is shown
in the adaptive master plan where change is inevitable.
By welcoming the new developments and at the same
time enhancing the place identity, the adaptive master
plan contributes to the change overtime that Tilley
(2006) speaks of. This adaptive master plan with the

intervention of enhancement of place identity also
contributes to the attachment that people already have.
By observations and interviews with locals there were
some strong feelings about what place identity of
Hollerich is. It was understood that this area represents
the industrial era, and the elements that show this have
a value and create local involvement in this place. There
are other aspects such as workers houses from that
era or residential housing that have Luxembourgish
architectural style. All these listed elements are
tangible. As Pocock, et al. (2015) explains, tangible and
intangible values complement each other. Therefore,
the focus on intangible values is as important. Intangible
values represent memories and meanings which is
as important. However, to complement the personal
observations with rather a subjective point of view,
interviews with locals were conducted.
The overall view was that this area is neglected, and
new development would be welcomed. However,
interviewees were aware that due to temporary use of
old buildings it created a lot of opportunities for local
artists, entrepreneurs, gastronomes, and others to
express themselves and to take the current situation
and create something that is unique for the whole
city. Consequently, atypical new restaurants were
created, gallery spaces took place, performances and
conferences were held, artists expressed themselves in
for of graffiti, pop-up shops started to happen, and small
local festivities took place as well. All these elements,
tangible, and intangible form the place identity of
Hollerich.
As a conclusion, of literature study, observations, and
interviews the components of place identity have
been identified. Furthermore, these components were
assessed and when some overlaps, some repetitions
occurred or some similarities, they were combined
or adapted. There were summarized in overall 24
components and grouped into main categories that
represent of the local place identity with focus on how
to approach and redesign a place in a way of enhancing
the place and cultural identity. Each of these categories
represent major theme related to urban development
within the place and cultural identity framework. All
these categories focus on elements that influence place
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identity both in tangible and intangible way.
Local life, where the focus is on people in the city. This
means activation of street life, creating and supporting
local communities. Second category is urban structures
where reuse of places, and the creation of urban
diversity and alternative spots takes place. Third is green
and urban amenities which represent the public realm,
nature, parks, squares, and green areas. Fourth is flow
and vitality focusing on the connections, permeability,
movement, and mental map. Fifth category is activities
and program with meeting points, focus on social
interaction, and leisure destination. Lastly, the sixth
category is about uniqueness with focus on local
characteristics, landmarks, architecture style and
symbols.
All in all, these components of place identity created a
focus of the research for further steps of the thesis.
2. What design guidelines can be generated from
other existing revitalized post-industrial areas by
applying the principles of place identity?
This step of the thesis was done through analysis of
three post-industrial projects. The components of place
identity were applied in form of analysis to generate
knowledge from reference projects which resulted
in design guidelines. As these components steer the
focus of the approach, design guidelines offer a specific
technique that can be applied not only to the case
study that is interposed but also to other similar cases
(Prominski, 2016).
Because each reference project offers different cultural
and spatial settings, the overall outcome provided
a range of solutions for the enhancement of place
identity. They are concluded in design guidelines that
are composed of these solutions combined.
The category of Local life concentrates on the local
communities and creating a safe and flexible spaces
for them. Local life focuses on creating people-oriented
spaces by activating street life and prioritizing walking
and cycling.
Within the category of Urban Structure, reference
projects provided the vision of reused and refurbish
industrial buildings, an appropriate ratio of the difference
between the height of building and the open space that
compensates this tall and large industrial structures,
and lastly, the importance was in the combination of
new and old buildings that were in harmony with one
another.
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Green and Urban Amenities focused besides on
creating parks and green areas, on the connections
of green areas within the neighborhood and to the
outskirts. Pocket parks and dedicated public spaces with
functions related to public realm were very important
elements in these reference projects.
Flow and vitality category provides design guidelines
that focus on city for walking and cycling, on creating
better access and connections within and outside of the
neighborhood and focuses on over all better orientation
in space by creating mental maps.
Activity and program are related to the creation of a
‘wow’ effect that the reference projects express in form
of given the importance to the extensive industrial
buildings or the work with materials and colors. Lastly,
creating a leisure destination with program that serves
various and diverse purposes was one of the key
elements of these revitalized post-industrial reference
projects.
Finally, Uniqueness the main objective is to recognize the
symbols and memory that the place holds and to make
them stand out and integrated in the neighborhood’s
identity.
Overall, there are three design guidelines for each
of the category related to place identity that offer a
specific knowledge how to approach the enhancement
of place identity of post-industrial neighborhood within
new developments.
Design question: How can Hollerich be revitalized
by applying these design guidelines in order to
allow new development and to preserve its own
place identity?
Primarily, it was crucial to recognize the areas that
hold tangible and intangible values in relation to
place identity in the neighborhood. Furthermore, the
larger scale design demonstrates the ‘bigger picture’,
meaning, this design focuses on the larger connection
to the already existing natural areas that are part of the
city’s heritage and therefore justifying the creation of a
park instead of new development and further crates a
green connection to the outskirts.
Four smaller scaled designs were created where the
focus lies on the application of the overall design
guidelines. The main idea for these designs was to create
public spaces that recognize the identity of the specific

area and implements interventions that follow the
design guidelines and enhance the local place identity.
By recognizing the local uniqueness and allowing its
better access, and its deeper recognition, then the
design contributed to create a place for appreciation of
this uniqueness with the focus on people.
The main interventions were related to strengthening
of the cultural aspects, to the enhancement of local
communities by enabling dedicated, yet flexible spaces
and by creating city for people and not for cars, by
focusing on the improvements of public realm.
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7.2 Discussion and Limitations
DISCUSSION OF THEORY
The theoretical discussion on the concept of place
identity in the relation to post-industrial neighborhood
is complex. Multiple researchers define place identity
as an abstract concept where a person or a group
has assigned meanings to a specific location (Datel
& Dingemans; 1984, Relph, 1976). This is elaborated
further, by the recognition of tangible and intangible
values which differentiate the physical elements and
their meanings or non-visual factors such as people
being involved in certain way is a specific area. With
the aim of enhancing the local place identity, the theory
was concluded in more measurable way. Therefore,
the components of place identity were adjusted by
interviews and observations to fit in the local settings
and allowed for directions that further steered the
reference study analysis and final design. The theory
lenses in form of the place identity components were
elaborated further through the reference projects
which provided more detailed design guidelines that
can be applied to post-industrial neighborhoods that
face future redevelopment. These design guidelines
serve as a tool for enhancement of place identity while
accommodating new developments.
As mentioned in the introduction, the essence of this
thesis was to bridge the knowledge gap between the
concept of place identity and its enhancement and the
recognition of intangible values in a particular setting
in relation to current situation and new development.
Design guidelines were the anchor in achieving this
where they provided the link between the academical
and practical realm (Prominski, 2016).
DISCUSSION OF THE CASE
Hollerich is an interesting place that very well signify the
struggles of recognizing what is considered valuable
for the area and what should be replace with new
development. The results from the theory allowed to
assess the case study with the lenses of place identity
which resulted in adaptive master plan. Overall, six
sites were selected, however, only four sites were
elaborated into detailed design. The selected four sites,
unlike the other two, provided supreme potential and
very strong relation to the history and meanings for
the neighborhood and to the local community in both
tangible and intangible way and were neglected in
the new development proposals, hence the adaptive
master plan. These sites also provided the potential for
improvement of the neighborhood that was expressed
by the locals.
By focusing on an adaptive master plan, it allows
to certain acceptance and explanation of a change
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within the neighborhood which was done through the
new development master plan already proposed by
the Luxembourgish government. The improvement
of public realm took place as well as the focus on
formation of communities, and overall objective to
create city for people. These findings were concluded
from the research part of the thesis and together with
case study analysis allow to focus on specific sites of
the neighborhood that focus on these elements. The
understanding of the place was significantly important,
and from there on, the intervention related to the design
guidelines were outlined and performed in the final
design. Conclusively, not all design guidelines could be
used because each site is different and serves a different
purpose. Therefore, a selection of design guidelines
was applied for each design site of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, to enhance the place identity, the most
essential design guidelines would be 01.01 Creating
flexible spaces for different functions for forming of local
communities and local businesses, 01.02 Creating ‘city
for people’ by activating street life and 06.01 Recognize
and enhance the symbols and memory – understanding
the local characteristics. These design guidelines are
considered the most important because they create
the focus on the local communities which form the
place identity and with that, the implementation of the
other design guidelines should follow naturally. The
design guideline related to the place’s uniqueness
provides focus on the place’s value and recognition and
differentiate this neighborhood from others.
The place identity of Hollerich comes partly from the
results of the neighborhood’s degradation. Meaning,
that lots of local communities were formed due to
affordability in some locations and the reuse of places.
However, the new development can be threatening to
these communities in form of gentrification. Therefore,
it is important to for the place identity to be recognized
by locals and by government to allow for these
communities and activities to continue.
Finally, by focusing on the tangible and intangible values
of a specific site, this conclusion allows to understand
the importance of inevitable intertwinement between
opportunity for preservation and new development.
This research therefore illustrated how can postindustrial neighborhood be revitalized to enhance
its identity while accommodating new development
opportunities.
DISCUSSION OF THE METHODS
The motivation for this research is personal and the
theory of place identity is prone to subjectivity. Therefore,
in this thesis, to increase the validity of the information,
mixed methods of data collection are introduced. To

reduce the personal bias, interviews were conducted
together with the analysis of the reference studies.
Despite these interviews being helpful for this thesis
on one hand, semi-structured interviews allowed for a
deeper conversation and understanding, and on the
other, it was quite time consuming and not many people
were willing to contribute with their time. Language
barrier was also an issue; in the rather small residential
area in the industrial part of Hollerich, people spoke
only Portuguese or Luxembourgish.
Site analysis, field study and observations of Hollerich
were quite limited because lot of places in the area are
strictly with denied access. Because there are lots of
privatization, the documentation about Hollerich and its
activities was rather limited.
Reference case studies were a crucial element for this
thesis. However, when speaking of place identity, one
must spend some time in the area and talk to locals to
understand it which was only the case for the project
in Belval, Luxembourg. Therefore, the conclusions
from analysis and literature study were helpful but
limited, and the question rises whether these places
are successful, and they present themselves to be. The
conclusion here is that the designers try their best and
one can learn from the good as well as from the bad.
Design through scales allow to explore the area from
different point of view. Smaller scale was focusing how
people can use the space and was more detail whereas
larger scale allowed to implement the larger context.

7.3 Recommendations
For further research within the place identity, the
generated guidelines can be considered helpful tool
when revitalizing post-industrial neighborhood with
undergoing new development while enhancing the
place identity. The research results help to strengthen
the local values and implement them into the future
design.
The recommendation for further research lies in the
consideration of public space. It would be interesting
to understand more in depth the public spaces in new
developments and public space in revitalized postindustrial neighborhoods, how they differ from each
other, and how the locals perceive them and use them.
Furthermore, it would be very beneficial if architects
would consider the local place identity and would design
buildings that correspond this concept and considered
their important role of creating future representation of
local culture.
The recommendation for the government and policy
makers of Luxembourg city is to create awareness and to
reconsider today’s recognition of cultural heritage and
cultural values. It is important to create new guidelines
for these recognitions to preserve the cultural values
(tangible and intangible) that represent the identity of
Luxembourg.
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Appendix A: Analysis of reference projects: A.1 Analysis of Belval
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Belval’s redevolepment was with the focus on creating the
place a university campus and it holds an active student communities among the area. The area is involved in arts, festivals,
and concerts that take place in the area throughout the year
and support the local community as much as visitors and tourists. The preservation of the industrial era and the incorporation the landmarks and symbols in day to day life is a big part
of the identity of this particular area. The reuse and refurbishment of factory buildings into university faculties create a connection between the past, present, and the future. There are
some local companies that over see the development in the
area. Local artists participate in ongoing exhibition related to
the place itself. The national university is one of the main local
aspects that is related to local economy but also that the only
university of the country and its headquarters can be found
right here, in Belval. Quite a few local restaurants are present.
Belval is very well conected by car roads and public transportation and because of its cultural importance and dominance,
many people come to visit through out the year.

Belval is an interesting place that hold the combination of industrial and contemporary feeling. The urban diversity allows
for new building to not be only done in the same style, but
also to bring a new modern feel to the whole site. Quite a few
buildings are reused and serve as an alternative place that
holds exhibitions and art installations. Other is rebuilding with
the structure of old industrial building but has a modern and
contemporary shell that transforms the whole construction
into new functioning and modern working space. Because of
its industrial background, many structures and buildings are
quite large. However, thanks to the openness in between the
buildings there is enough space to compensate the height,
therefore there is a balance between the closeness and openness.

Figure A1.1: Local communities (Belval, 2022)

Figure A1.2: Refurbished industrial building, now a library
(We are library people)
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In the project Belval it is the water basin that carry green
features inside them and are part of the identity of the place.
They also serve as a security measure. Belval is a university
place, however, they take their cultural importance very
seriously. There are many cultural events happening and there
is also appropriate open space to do so in the heart of the
neighbourhood.

Middle of the area is strictly reserved for pedestrians only
which enhances the walking experience and takes advantage
of local activities and programing. Cars are therefore
moved outside of the area. Permeability permits for a great
exploratory experience through out the whole neighborhood.
One can truly enjoy the whole neighborhood that also allow
spontaneity. Public transportation allows for alternative ways
of commuting together with bicycle lines and city bicycle
stations. There are also lots of connections leading in and out
of the neighborhood which create a great sense of connectivity
with the neighboring areas. Permeability is also allowed
through separated buildings blocks that are have an opening
and therefore allow to move about the neighborhood well.

Figure A1.3: Pocket parks (Agora, 2020)

Figure A1.4: Car-free zones (Divisare)
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Despite the fact that the site is rather newer origins, the cultural,
historical and entertaining aspects are taking over the place.
More and more places for daily entertainment like restaurants
and cafe arise here. Through out the site, some permanent
art installation can be found. Lots of pocket parks serve as a
nice and rather private-feeling area still being connecting to
its surroundings. These pocket parks are used as a meeting
point, gathering places, or relaxing green areas within Belval.

Entering Belval’s site already has a big impression on an
individual. Big metal oven are clearly dominating the space
and creating a clear characteristics and atmosphere of the
whole area. Even though, there is a lot of new development
among the site, it is quite well integrated with the old
building and elements from the industrial era. Some historical
elements where refurbished such today’s Maison du Savoir
that reveals part of the previous construction under a modern
shell. In the modernity, the industrial feel is preserved in the
use of materials on facades and ground cover. The use of
local materials enhances the local identity and support the
architectural style.

Figure A1.5: Belval, nuit de la culture (Wikimedia commons,
2021)

Figure A1.6: Local characteristics (LIST, 2021)
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A.2 Analysis of Strijp-S
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Strijp-S was mainly business oriented when it comes to local life and local communities. There are provided meeting
points, guided tours, accommodation, activities, excursions,
events, markets. Strijp-S is perceived as one large community
that welcomes new local entrepreneurs, companies and artists. The community makes sure that local business and local
people are welcomed and they provide lots of activities related to sport, culture, education, events, kids, living, shopping,
and working.

Because Strijp-S find itself is ever growing city, new developments are part of its future. New residential buildings are
occurring fast with their industrial touch. Original industrial
buildings are being renovated and reused Strijp-S is a historic industrial area that is being transformed into a dynamic
district. Strijp-S is welcoming to craftsmanship, creativeness,
innovation, food, retail and others with the opportunity to
settle in the old Philips building and use the current spaces.
Even though, neither the internal nor the external parts of the
industrial buildings have changed, they house lots of creative
companies and also serve as a residential premises. Large industrial building are placed in space with lot of open spaces
that compliments the height and width of the structures.

Figure A2.1: Local community (Visit Brabant, 2021)

Figure A2.2: (Urban structures (Wb de ruimte)
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Green structures are found as a leading element in the main
boulevard that connects the whole site and leads towards
the nature area in close distance. However, the tree alleys are
rather an isolated island between buildings and car road but
never the less, it serves as a green area. It is used for activities
and relaxation and it is considered as a symbolic matter due
to its ‘V’ shaped tree stems. Overall, there are green areas
scattered around the places that serves as a open spaces for
festivals, and other events.
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Figure A2.3: Park and neighborhood square (Let’s stay, 2020)

Figure A2.4: Connections enhanced via tree alleys (Van der
Berk)

In Strijp-S there are lot of spaces which are not in use and
found themselves stuck in between car roads which are on
each side of the building rather than put to one place. It can
be observed that these green spaces are underused with loss
potential. They serve as a leading element through out the
side but sometimes lack programing and diversity of functions. Permeability is respecting the rule of rather smaller cluster of buildings or building blocks that allow for easy move
about in the whole area.
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Due to the presence of lots of businesses, the entertainment
lies in working environment however, there are open spaces
among the area to allow for non-working relations like: festivals, street art, events, popups, and others. Roof terraces are
spaces that provide activities and meeting points.

The main landmark of the area is its former Philips industrial
building that nowadays hosts many creative companies. The
new development in the area tries to preserved the industrial
memory by specific materials. The whole place is a great symbol for the city due to its involvement and improvement of local employment and strong economical influences. The local
identity is represented in the businesses that support creative
talents, sustainability and innovation. The uniqueness of Strijp-S lies in the marriage of industrial design and modern and
creative entrepreneurship.

Figure A2.5: Activities (In de buurt, 2019)

Figure A2.6: Refurbished industrial building (Strijp-S.nl)
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A.3 Analysis of Superkilen
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This area was specifically designed for the communities and
people who live in close surroundings. Street life is activated
by implementing many activities, and place like kiosks, cafes,
and library. There is a very limited car access and therefore, it
is very comfortable for people and children to feel safe in the
environment that was specifically design for entertainment.
The area is surrounded by residential buildings where this
park plays a role of connecting anchor for local communities.

The area was considered as a problematic and degraded
place. The park and square areas are connected to the former
tram sheds that are now completely refurbished and transformed into a local library. The strong physical link between
the industrial buildings and the square is done through the
use of materials which visually and physically connects these
two. Despite the surrounding buildings are not so tall, the
open space in for of the park allows for permeability and provides a human scale to the overall area.

Figure A3.1: Place for people (Archdaily, 2021)

Figure A3.2: Refurbished building (Danish Design Review,
2019)
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Superkilen provides park areas, neighborhood squares to this
residential zone. It also serves as a connector between other green areas and parks in the neighborhood. The whole
concept of Superkilen is to create a place for local people to
meet, and for entertainment.

The whole park essentially allows for pedestrian and bicycle.
Most of the areas is a car-free zone with allows for better and
safer pedestrian movement. There are quite a few connections that create an easy access to the park. The big contrast
in functions and material serves as a mental map that allow for
better orientation in space.

Figure A3.3: Park area (Archdaily, 2021)

Figure A3.4: Mental map (Archdaily, 2021)
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The whole area is filled with experiences and surprises.
Through out the whole park there are elements related to culture, language and ethnicity. It is represented in seating elements, fountains, kids play, meeting points and others. They
are specifically designed to encourage social interaction. Superkilen is design to serve as an attractive place for the whole
city.

Thanks to its boldness in the use of colors, materials, and the
extensive use of elements for activities, this area became a
landmark on its own. Local characteristics lie in the use of elements that represent cultures, languages, and ethnicities that
are present in big numbers in the area. This can be considered
as the symbols and memory for the place. However, the most
iconic landmark and symbol should be considered the bold
red square that distinguishes this area from any other.

Figure A3.5: Local activities (Archdaily, 2021)

Figure A3.6: Local uniqueness (Archdaily, 2021)
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Appendix B Semi-structured interviews
B.1 Interview with Carol

Date: 			
Interview length:
Place: 			
Nationality: 		
Profession:		
About: 		
			

11-05-2021
52:53
Facilitec
French/Luxembourgish
Landscape architect
Moved to Luxembourg for work about 6 years ago. Lives close to the industrial part of 		
Hollerich

About Luxembourg city:
- City center with green Petruss valley and the view
- Lots of international people
- Good living and working conditions
- Luxembourg is all the time under construction and changing all the time
- You leave the city center and it’s always a new discovery all the neighborhoods in Luxembourg (they are all very
different from each other)
New development
- “They make brand new things that are for rich people, so they kick out the ‘poorer’ ones from the city (or even from
the country)”
- “Luxembourg should develop ‘really affordable’ housing solutions not just housing for rich people”
- “New developments like Kirchberg and Cloche d’Or: favoring offices and shopping malls that you go to mainly by
car - the city is not used.”
- “They make the city for people that don’t live here - they only work here.”
- “Lots of people have this image of Luxembourg – only for working and there is not much to do after working hours.”
- “In Luxembourg it is hard to find some shop for repairing and daily needs”
About Hollerich
- It’s very divided by roads and constructions
- There are some nice restaurants. These places in Hollerich (restaurants) try to be more alternative and more different
and people from other neighborhoods are coming there as well.
- All the alternative places are now replaced by new developments that you can see anywhere else in the city - the
same shape, same style
- The church – key physical point (abundant)
- “It’s a ghost place now“
- She was going to all the places, and she appreciated it because also it was close to her home
- “The temporary concept was amazing – it gives possibilities to people and new functions that one cannot find
anywhere else in the city”
- Now, they will just close the whole area for many years before it can be used again with the new development
- They want to make nicer and safer (drug and prostitution)
- “The alternative places are part of the city but with these new developments it will be over. People will forget what
was there. The new people that will probably live there they won’t even know what it is.“
- “Luxembourg needs new developments because there is housing crisis, but you cannot create a ‘ghost district’ just
because we need to build. I like those different and alternative places.”
- It was nice for the restaurant to start (cheap rent) and then they evolve and moved to ‘better neighborhood’ – where
would this type of project go now?
- The new development is like a weird collage of things with very different vocabulary – you have huge parking, huge
road with so much traffic and so stressful even by car. It’s perhaps the worst area in Luxembourg. And you must go
through here you always pass here it’s a big connector.
-”Before it was an industrial area, not sure if the temporary use is the part of the identity. It was a ‘door of the city’
now this door is somewhere else. That is why I feel like there is too much collage: city goes here, post-industrial part,
collective garden, residential, traffic, lycée, services. It was an area with spaces to use and the owner had big lands
for development. Now it’s an area that is part of the city. And the government wants to destroy everything and make
a new development – I don’t feel comfortable with this answer – there is only the interest of the investors. They are
going to make nice program, nice pictures to sell it and people are going to buy it because of the profits.
- “I would characterize Hollerich as: in transition, collage of road, and post-industrial. You find also prostitution and
drugs. You find a bit everything good and bad.”
- ”Safety – you see always the same people and you know they won’t do anything - they are even saying hello.”
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B.2 Interview with Anna

Date: 			
Interview length:
Place: 			
Nationality: 		
Profession:		
About: 		
			

13-05-2021
56:48
Cloche d’Or, Luxembourg city
Italian
Works in financial sector
Moved here about 10 years ago for internship and now build her own family here. Knows
the industrial part of Hollerich and used to go there often.

About Luxembourg city:
- “Young and single people come here, and Luxembourg offers good and big community of this type of people, so
it is easier to fit in.”
- “There are nicer opportunities in comparison to other places/countries.”
- “There are lots of different faces of Luxembourg – There are many different layers within the city”
- “It’s also literally on different level – it is more complicated and it’s not linier city”
- She appreciates the dimension that is more human scale
- “The city is very green city and very close to nature and it’s all integrated – in Luxembourg is a natural that the nature
is integrated”
- “This was nice thing about Luxembourg – the diversity, every different area has its own look and feel.”
New development
- “For example: Hamilius – they tore everything down and built again. Everything is square. There are no trees. Very
high buildings.”
- She doesn’t find the new development coherent with policy of free public transportation - “than they put everything
concentrated in one place so you don’t need to move from one place to another. It’s made for cars – there isn’t any
parking for bikes.
- “There is an complex – not long time ago it was fields, some houses and some banks and but now, they need to
demonstrate that it’s a new city – but it’s an old version of modernity (that’s what they have done in the 60s).”
- “If you want to attract young professionals that will only stay 3 or 4 years than that’s perfect. But if you want to create
community and keep people that’s not the way.”
- “There are not many places to spend time with your family unless you take a car.”
- “It’s not coherent strategy that Luxembourg proposes about new developments. Social problems – people cannot
offer places because they are too expensive. Cleaning the city means pushing the problem little bit further away.”
- “There is also style of the city and of the buildings and houses and Luxembourg now creating these boxes that look
like the model that they do – it doesn’t even look like a real place it looks like a model.”
- “You can still preserve the appearance of places and make it newer or better or sustainable. Sustainability in the
project of the city, but it’s not only financial it needs to be all three sustainability criteria.”
- “In the city there are renovations all the time – all year long. The city probably doesn’t mind because perhaps it’s part
of the budget and they must keep the companies - profit and losses.”
- “They wanted to improve the quality of the place with renovation but now most of the shops are empty so now it’s
new but abundant – so what’s the point? It looks like it’s short sited.”
- “There will be a different point of view of people who just came to Luxembourg versus people who want to settle
and stay here. Are there again it depends on who is the city’s target? They do a fast project but then what happens
then? “
About Hollerich
- “Hollerich was known for taking abundant areas and turning them into something different.”
- “From the social point of view, it’s probably not the nicest place in Luxembourg but there are solutions and solutions,
and in the end, there is a lot of history.”
- “There is a big part of the heritage of Luxembourg and that’s gain with the complex – you want to forget about it.
Why? Because it isn’t fancy? But it is fascinating and it’s part of the history of the place so live with it. You need to clean
the place and maximize the surface, but this is not the way!”
- “If you want to have people only to work than you don’t need to create anything. But if you want to create a
community than leisure is a big part of the city has to offer.”
- “It needs to be renovated – keeping the ancient buildings, mixing big buildings with shops, with public places. Like
in Bonnevoie – it’s mixture of all these places – you can have local life there, you don’t necessarily need to take a car
and go somewhere.”
- It would be nice to develop an area of the neighborhood and have a mini city center, so you don’t need to take a
car to go somewhere, and you can enjoy activities close to your home and keep Den Atelier and places like that and
to renovate houses
- “There are places that can be replaced and there are places that can be saved. In life there needs to be a balance.“
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B.3 Interview with Bethany

Date: 			
02-08-2021
Interview length:
40 min
Place: 		Paname restaurant
Nationality: 		
German/Luxembourgish
Profession: 		
Architect & technical consultant in political party in Luxembourg
About: 			
Has her office in Hollerich in a refurbished industrial building and lives in Hollerich in the
			
industrial zone for 8 years.
About Hollerich
- What she really likes in her area is you got the small workers houses there. And I also like that you got the industrial
halls there which I hope won’t be destroyed. And there is also a little path, a connection, towards the train rails where
you can she upon Gasperich. Only visual connection though.
- “There is a big gap because of Route d’Esch. I sometimes I feel more connected to the Gare neighborhood rather
than to the Hollerich because there is a big gap, a big barrier.”
- “I pass by bike several times and there it’s always complicated and very difficult to connect there and it’s better to
avoid this area.”
- “I don’t like that there are so many barriers in this area. And even if you are going by bicycle, it’s always very complicated.”
- “I don’t really know who lives around me that includes the workers houses.”
- “Where I live it’s very isolated from everywhere, and you don’t really have somethings like a neighbourhood which
is sticking together like a real place, real neighbourhood square.”
- “You have a little bit of the neighbourhood square in Place Pierre & Paul and there is a little bit something happening, but because of the construction site and the road it’s not really a good place for the moment. But it could be
nice, there is a lot of sun, so you can sit there in the evening. It’s quite nice when you are sitting outside, there is also
a Nepalis restaurant, but I wasn’t sure about the bar. But this a place that really has a potential. Because there is this
big parking – this place has a lot of potential to create an identity for this area but for right now this area is not what
it could be. Because it could be a real good connecting point for the whole area.”
About safety in Hollerich
- “Yes, it is true; There is a lot of prostitution and drugs. Not much where I live but in the main road connecting the
Gare area.”
- “I am always very conscious about when and where I am going. And it’s not the women or the drug dealers that are
disturbing me, now I know them by face. But it’s the cars passing by slowly and looking. And sometimes, as a woman,
I have to make sure when I am going out and I don’t have my hair attached and have skirt sometimes there were cars
stopping and looking and talking to me and I had to explain that: ‘No, I am not one of those’. And sometimes I had
sometimes people talking to me. It’s the costumers not the people ‘working’ there.
- ‘There was a construction site close to my office and they have entered the construction site about six times, and
they destroyed stuff or vomit. And from time to time, you can see things as well happening right and left. For example, behind the church or there is this void area between the church and the office and it’s there. The area is a little bit
hidden, not really in front of a house, but still.”
- “So, I am not sure what can be done about the situation. But mostly, when I am going there I try to go by bicycle. You
can handle it, like a said the ‘business people’ are not bothering you. I think, the drug sellers are mostly men, I think
that if somebody from the car would like to take me that there men would even try to protect me.”
- “And so these women are not disturbing me at all and these man are normally quite nice. Really, the only this that
is bothering me is that you sometimes see what you don’t want to see in the cars. It’s just disturbing that they are
moving slow and saying something. It’s disturbing but I don’t feel scared or anything like that.”
New developments
- “I think it’s really important for living in Luxembourg. Luxembourg population is so much increasing, and all the prices are very high so it’s very important to create a living space in Luxembourg. Hollerich is also very well positioned
and close to everything.
- “I found it sad when they are just building a lot of big stuff and losing the identity. That’s something which is difficult.
Sometimes you have this big, tall new housing and sometimes in these new buildings there is a certain character
lacking – as an architect I should not say this but it’s true. And because the old houses have got charm and most of
the time the new buildings don’t. But sometimes is the quantity that counts. Like: how much apartments you create
which is important, but the quality and I don’t talk about the quality of the apartment, but I talk about the quality of
the urban space and this quality is losing a little bit.
- “You can see in this area that everybody likes these old buildings, and they are big and dense buildings and this
road as well but still it’s a bit like in Paris because there is a special type of houses that create this atmosphere.”
- “Something that I hate about Cloche d’Or is that it’s so disconnected from everything. It’s like this place could be
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anywhere.”
- ”I understand the conflict because there is really a necessity to create a new living spaces among the city for sure
but there are other ways to do it.”
- “One thing I can’t understand is why do we need more office spaces?! We have seen during the pandemic that you
can do a lot from home and need only a little space and not such a large offices.”
- “I am sure there are other ways to design new developments in Luxembourg but it seems that for now they are just
doing it the easiest way.”
Interventions in Hollerich
- “I would really like a place where people are going out and meeting other people. An area like that would be nice.”
- “Place de Pierre & Paul it was describing the ambiance as well, because there was a nice pop-up Lebanese restaurant which was very nice.”
- “It would be nice to have some bars and restaurants, and a baker store – this is something really missing there. A
little downtown on its own.”
- “About activities – that’s a problem, because sometimes I am having a drink in the bar there but otherwise, I am
going more to the downtown or another places.”
- “I have been there lots of times (Troc.com and Italian restaurant) but the area burned and some years ago and since
then there is not much happening anymore. Before, it’s true I was in this area a lot more.”
- “About the A4 road even if you keep it there are many possibilities to do bridges or whatever to somehow connect
it.”
- “What I don’t like is that I really feel like I am not connected. I don’t have access to a park or a forest or for example
I am not person who goes jogging very often, but I am always forcing myself so I do it once a week but then, I have
to take a car or a bicycle to go somewhere. Before I lived in Bonnevoie, and it was very easy to go out and just run
or walk. The only nice place I can go to now is Valley de la Petrusse but it’s still not very direct and then, there is everybody so on the weekend it’s very crowded and it would be very nice to have better access to a green space or to
some city center – or both. To have access to some nice place and I think Place de Pierre and Paul could be ‘it’ but it’s
not yet. And I haven’t seen any plans that would promise that it would get any better.
- “I always prefer when they keep the buildings, but I understand that they can’t keep everything. But I like this industrial character. And of course, Luca is very nice, I have been inside, and I wrote some ideas on the wall when they
were asking about ideas for the place.”
- “The hotel GRAACE – this a other way how to keep a certain stuff.“
- “I like history and I like how the city developed. With a lot of ideas behind and representing an era and when it get
old and dirty they just replaces with something new. And some people might appreciate it because it’s clean and
proper but it will look awful in 20 years. If you renew something you have to consider that you do something with
character which will last. These buildings are here about 100 years and so you have to consider something that is
worth keeping for hundreds of years. I think it’s not only good for the view and the character but also for the environment, it’s all the used energy (not even talking about the materials), when you use it for few years it’s completely different when you use it for hundreds of years. If you are doing something with character which people will appreciate
for hundred years that you can make a compromise on isolation for example.”
- “One thing that is important is the tram connection. And the connection for bicycle – now, it is possible but it’s not
safe.”
- “And we talked about the reducing of roads which means reducing the amount of cars from the area and this is only
possible when there is a possible transport alternative (good bicycle way, tram).”
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B.4 Interview with Simon and Robert

Date: 			
Interview length:
Place: 			
Nationality: 		
Profession: 		
Agenda: 		

27-05-2021
51:11
Cloche d’Or
Italian/Luxembourgish and Luxembourgish
Engineer, flight attendant
Knows the area through night life and restaurants

New developments
- S: “They say wipe it out and make something nice and then they create a ‘box’.”
- R: “If you just replace one box for another, it won’t be helpful.”
- S: “Hamilius is ugly, now it’s dark and you can’t even see the beautiful building of the Post office. Now it’s too dark,
too tall, too square.”
- R: “Before you could not even go next to the post office. It was just a big parking spot for buses, you could not
move there. Now there they have place, a place to meet. They kept the post office, that’s something! Before it was
dangerous, you had to go through this dark passage.”
- S: “In Italy, there was a big train hangar and transformed to a big poly-tec university. There is a part that has been
renovated and used for concerts.”
- R: “The contractions in Luxembourg are efficient.”
- S: “I like that you can see that the constructions are moving forward and very fast and they get done.”
- R: “Luxembourg wants to grow and wants to grow very fast. Everything is concentrated in the city center, and we
have so many incoming people from all around. The idea would be that people live where they work. But in that way,
there would have to be the right price for the right workers to the workers to live there.”
- R: “They want to build new housing in Kirchberg, they have already started, there are lots of fields and lots of space
so they can build it all here. So why are they destroying the old buildings?!”
- S: “The new developments and the buildings are very impersonal. I would like if it’s more mixed – one tall building
and then few small houses in the middle. Really a mixed place.”
- R: “They just build housing to solve a problem, but in fact they only put the problem somewhere else. Now the
concept is to have one big place – shopping center, to have everything concentrated. But you cannot live like that.”
- R: “But if they don’t put large roads than everything will be stuck at the peak hour. No one is using the public
transport even if it’s free.”
- S: “For example, in Lyon, it’s super easy to go out of the city, but to enter it’s a nightmare. Because it’s made not to
be uses inside by cars.”
- R: “To the city: don’t do the same mistakes as before.”
- R: “The height in the end makes everything look cheap, blocks of buildings like in Berlin, and it’s overwhelming.”
About Hollerich
- S: “Most famous one is the left side of Hollerich: the Den Atelier
- R: “For the rest of the Hollerich: there is nothing there. There are just parking spaces. But maybe some buildings can
be integrated or do a park there. But what they are proposing, just implementing these kinds of boxes it’s horrible
– it doesn’t make any sense. Who would want to live there? They must make it so expensive, so all the unwanted
people go away.”
- R: “When you see some of the buildings like the Mercedes retail – there is no value and I don’t see much of a point
of preserving it. It’s just a big hangar without much of a value.”
- S: “I used to go to Hollerich mainly to party. Den Atelier and Spot 48. And all the places like Frida, Peruvian restaurant,
there was Marks for dancing. Basic fit – gym, few times. I went to Flower shop there quite often. The part behind I
would go there by mistake, when I got lost. And lately I have been there, I did a city tour by bike and I passed also
through there.
- R: “Hollerich was always famous for bars and night life. And then, Clausen opened, and it really destroyed Hollerich.
Because everyone was concentrated in Hollerich; it was the only part where you could party, it was the party area.
But everyone started to go to Clausen to have a look because it was all nice and new, so the whole population went
there. And they closed after a month or so, in Hollerich, because they could not keep up. It was really a problem.
Maybe they want to get rid of the party area in Hollerich.”
- R: “It’s a matter of time to remodel it, re-brand it.”
- R: “You should do parks everywhere. But it’s all about money in the end.”
Interventions
- R: “If you can use it whatever is there but apparently, it’s not valuable.”
- R: “In Dudelange there are redoing an industrial site and they are keeping the buildings, the facade: the roof and
the structure and they are putting boxes inside, maybe apartments or whatever – a bit like Belval.”
- S: “Landewyck is a beautiful building, and they are keeping it. Maybe they should keep the Gas Fabrik, as well.”
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- S: “I don’t understand why they don’t keep part of the industrial buildings. They cannot just tare down everything.”
- R: “It’s probably going to be a hustle of years because of the ownerships: not every resident will want to sell.”
- R: “The museum for example: you can incorporate into a park. There is nothing there, really.”
- R: “The west part of the site is in my opinion buildable: it’s empty now, there is nothing there. Keep the museum,
and the gas Fabrik and build a park around it.”
- S: “I don’t understand why they want to do such dense structures.”
- R: “Maybe they are creating such dense structures to attract ‘different type of population’ where the apartments will
sell cheaper?”
- R: “Instead of destroying things that are there, they should go more to the fields like in Kirchberg or Cloche d’Or.”
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B.5 Interview with Sarah and James

Date: 			
Interview length:
Place: 			
Nationality: 		
Profession: 		
Agenda: 		
		

24-05-2021
44:36
Gare area, their apartment
German & French
Architect & Mechanical engineer
S: Has her office in Hollerich in a refurbished industrial building
J: Live close by in Gare area

About Luxembourg
- S: “What I really like the most it’s that it’s so international. I love going out and hearing all hundred different
languages. And everyone has their own history and background and why they came to Luxembourg. You don’t really
have this anywhere else.”
- J: “For me it’s social laboratory, social incubator. It’s so small that they can make big differences compared to other
countries or cities, for example: the free transport, or they were one of the first countries to legalize gay marriage
- these kind of things. Even though it’s still a small city, small country, they can create and try new things before
the others. So perhaps, we can experience a little of the future. But it probably won’t work in other countries this
‘experimentation’ because it’s oriented one way; it is people coming here that are already well educated. In France
the social scale is too divers for example.
- S: “There is a problem of the Luxembourgish identity; “What is a Luxembourger without their car?” They love cars
so much. When we lived in Bonnevie, it was so nice that the people when the weather was nice they took out their
vintage beautiful cars and went for ride: it’s like their hobby. It’s just them and their cars. And this is why the city is like
this because all the Luxembourgish need their parking spot, at least one, they go everywhere with their car. And it’s
because they are used to this, as well and they are not living close to where they can get public transport. They go to
the city with their car, they go home with their car, it’s a little bit the village thinking that you have to go to the village
areas by car, in Germany it’s the same.
- J: “Why would you need to take free public transport when you earn so much money?”
- S: “I think it’s because it has developed within the last 10 to 15 years that much. Before maybe it was like this for
them when they took the bus and waiting at the bus stops. And lately, with the new people that came here and taking
the public transport to go to the offices maybe they still the old vision of it and it hasn’t really changed in their heads
that much.
- S: “I noticed lately, before covid, that the city tries to do lots of stuff and there are lots of choices about the things
to do especially in summer, every weekend there is something special, where they do things like: open air cinema if
you compare this to Trier which has same number of inhabitants there is much less to do. So, in the end, Luxembourg
has a big offer of things. But you can’t compare it to Rome, for example. But for the size, for the village that it is,
there is quite a lot to do and many things going on, so I am quite happy. And with the airport you can quite easily go
anywhere.”
New development
- J: “In the city it’s under construction everywhere. They are making good things. And about Kirchberg and Cloche
d’Or; there is no reason to go there unless you live there, there is nothing to do and I don’t even have a car to do
the shopping, so I don’t go there.
- S: “Maybe for the groceries I would go if I had a car, but on the other hand it’s also such a big store that I never buy
that much. These massive shopping malls are not very attractive for me either (for clothes shopping). In winter maybe
yes, but I am not big fan of these structures. It’s actually what they are dealing with in Kirchberg now, that it’s kind of a
dead quarter on the weekends and in the evenings, and they recreated more or less the same in Cloche d’or. I don’t
know how much live is there. It’s a little bit sad that they did the same mistake that they did in Kirchberg where they
now trying to rebuild and restructure to downscale the whole thing. Since you have the big structure of the shopping
malls were there are no windowns and no interactions with the streets; it’s a closed front for over a 500m. You can’t
see the people from outside – it’s not interacting. And they did the same in Cloche d’or only with more modern
building. And they have the big streets, it’s made for cars in the end, and not for people.
About Hollerich
- S: Talks about her Luxembourgish colleague that didn’t want to go to Hollerich because it has a bad reputation.
- S: “The office is there now for 15 years.”
- S: “You can really see the difference between the upper site of Hollerich, close to the park, and then when you cross
the big road, it not very well taken care of.”
- J: “I never go there, I only know this place because of S’s work place. We tried once to go to Troc.com, but it was
already closed since they are already preparing the construction.”
- S: “There was the Troc and the Italian restaurant, and it’s actually nice area or it was because they try to reuse these
old, empty buildings and halls to do somethings different inside. So it was all a little bit improvised and a little bit
alternative, and with nice ambiance. And I think in this Italian restaurant they also did some dancing classes and
things like this and that they try to make the best out of this area.”
- S: “About the drugs retail and prostitution: And they won’t attack you or anything. It’s just that they are there they
are doing their job, and you just pass by. I always go home through there, you always see the same people, you know
what they are doing but they don’t talk to you, they don’t want to take your money. They just want to be alone, and
you want to be alone so it’s actually a co-area.
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Interventions
- S: “So what they are proposing for the new development there it’s an extremely dense density that they will create.
It’s quite high buildings. But I think they will do a mixture of offices and living so then if it’s done properly then it can
be a nice area that can be quite active I can imagine that it might work out well. But I mean it’s still close to the train
station so it’s not the best area to live in but it’s so close to the city center so it’s actually clear that they need make a
density there they can’t just put family houses like in Bonnevoie. Like this you would have a village in the city center.
- S: “It’s sad that they aren’t trying to keep more things, because it’s loosing it’s history. So when this all is build and
you imagine someone in 15 years who will move there and who didn’t know Luxembourg before and wouldn’t know
what happened in this area.”
- S: “It’s going to be newly build area with the same positive things as negative things as the other areas that they
recently constructed.”
- J: “For example: what they did with Rotonde in Bonnevoie is really cool. More cultural place with old building.”
- S: “And then you have a problems that you can’t have these kinds of things everywhere where you have an old
buildings. In Luxembourg city, It’s not like in Berlin for example where you have people that like the alternative live
style and would except that it’s little bit more dirty and little bit more cheap so that they can get started there. And we
come to the same problem as in the beginning, that the people who come to Luxembourg they come for the money
as well as the higher live style. There are still people who go to Rotonde and really like it, for sure. But one part they
more or less change and they go to places and restaurants that are more posh.”
- S: “Especially, this area has this history, it could be this area that can be a little bit different. Which is with mix of
old buildings and which can be home to everyone who is a little bit different or who has a little bit different taste in
comparison to the ones who work, sleep eat, repeat.”
- S: “And since they are already doing the same mistake in Cloche d’Or that they did with Kirchberg so they will have
the same problems they have now in Kirchberg, so if they do the same thing here, then 20 years later they will again
have the same problem here. It’s not changing anything at all.”
- J: “But in this part it’s different than Kirchberg and Cloche d’or because it’s more central. It’s really close to the train
station so it will be different anyway.”
- S: “What I would like to see and what they are already trying to do is that they are using these empty stores for
pop-up. So in between one store moved out and the next, for a few months to give an opportunity for small shop
and production to show what they are doing. And have a shop when they usually sell things online. I would also like
to give to people the opportunity to rent co-selling, co-shop where they can rent a corner and sell their stuff and to
have someone who is doing art next to someone who is doing soaps, next to someone who is doing metal stuff. This
can be cool, because this is an old production area, so you keep some production sites and you give them space
to use and produce, as well. You give them co-working but really practical, not the usual stuff where you take your
laptop and work, but areas where they can try out stuff and do workshop and do even courses with people. So it
little bit stays this producing area of the city. But maybe in a trial way – something that is not that loud. Re-using old
furniture or these things. To give spaces to people who like to do stuff like this because I have the impression that
in Luxembourg there are so many people who do these things but that there are not many places like this. I think it
could be vibrating creative place.
- S: “Nowadays, the exposition are only in Luxexpo. But if you for example have these flea markets new to these old,
historical places it gives it completely different atmosphere. You more of a different spirit, you get more the feeling
rather than in the end of the city, where you have a parking spot. An old industrial area it could be nice to use for
these things like concerts, or gatherings, presentations, street food markets.”
- S: “To use these kind of innovative concepts in the city. Maybe relating it to the idea of social incubator, maybe that
can also try these things out. New ideas how to create energy, or these things in the city.”
- S: “It’s sad because they already have these studios and small spaces already in Cloche d’or and Kirchberg and if
they do the same thing in Hollerich then again it’s the same thing, studios for over 500 000 euros that no one would
buy them.”
- J: “Also with the new places, you don’t know if you are in France or anywhere else. It doesn’t look like Luxembourg.”
- S: “It’s really hard in Luxembourg and I am asking myself until what point the prices can keep going? Because at
some point even the richest person will not buy it just to live close by to his work place. They completely loose their
identity, the young people as well because they can’t effort it. Because it’s usually them who come to Luxembourg
for the first job after university so it’s a low salary even though it’s higher than everywhere else.”
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B.6 Interview with Jane and Andrew

Date: 			
Interview length:
Place: 			
Nationality: 		
Profession:		
About:			
			
		
About Luxembourg

16-05-2021
34:36
Natural park; Bambesch,
Malaysian & French
Freelancer and Engineer
They moved to Luxembourg for work about 2 years ago, lives in the residential part of 		
Hollerich

- They appreciate the nature and parks – it is a big part of Luxembourg’s identity, and this is one of the reasons why
we like Luxembourg
New developments
- J: “Coming from Malaysia for me this is totally normal, and I haven’t given to it much thought”
- A: “It is quite annoying that the construction is everywhere. It definitely evaluates the city experience.”
About Hollerich
- They live in the residential part of Hollerich, and they didn’t know that the case study area is also part of Hollerich.
- They don’t really go to that area, and they don’t know much about it.
- A: “The road blocks everything, it’s impossible to cross “
- They would like the area to be connected better to the rest of the neighborhood now the road blocks everything so
they don’t even think to go there
- They would appreciate green areas/a park
- J: “We usually go to the city center to do our activities, but it would be nice to have something closer to home.“
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